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Abstract
definition:
Ukutoia - Ukutoia is the traditional Māori name for the Glen Innes area. Ukutoia means to pull the waka up
on to the shore (Tamaki River).
Auckland is currently undergoing densification requiring more medium-density housing solutions
to meet the national housing shortage. This thesis discusses the present changes to State Housing occurring in Glen Innes today. Currently the majority of people who require and occupy state
housing in Auckland are of Maori and Pacific ethnicity.
The research focuses on Maori and Pacific culture and the architectural typologies of the ‘Marae’
and ‘Malae’ in an attempt to influence a new approach towards state housing in Auckland.
How can Pacific and Maori culture, architecture and notions of space be introduced and integrated
into the provision of state housing in New Zealand?
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Afakasi : Half-Caste
Atea stative. : be clear, free from obstruction.The Autonomous space
Fa’a Samoa: The Samoan way; protocol; etiquette; respect
Faifeau: Village pastor/priest
Fale: House
Fale tele: Round house
Hui / Fono : gathering, meeting, assembly, seminar, conference. v. To gather, congregate, assemble, meet.
Kainga : home
Kawai tipuna : ancestors
Kohanga Reo: Kindergarten, children’s learning facility
Mana : Embedded spirituality; to have mana is to embody respect
Matai : Traditional chiefly ruling body of Samoa
Manaakitanga : support, provision of hospitality to people, acknowledging or upholding another’s mana thereby demonstrating one’s own status
Marae : A complex of buildings.
Marae atea : Open area in front of the whare, the domain of Tumatauenga (god of war and people).
Mauri : Spiritual life force
Noa : stative, To be free from the extensions of tapu, ordinary, unrestricted.
Nu’u : Village or Community
Papatuanuku :Earth Mother and wife of Ranginui.
Pou : Exterior support poles of the fale, Pou Tokomanawa: n. centre pole supporting the ridge pole of a meeting house.
Powhiri : invitation, rituals of encounter, welcome ceremony on a marae
Ranginui Atua : of the sky and husband of Papatuanuku, from which union originate all things.
Sa : Demarcation of land/sea as spiritual; forbidden usage
Te Ao Marama : The World of Light, referring to the Māori worldview of the beginning of time.
Tapu : stative, Be sacred, prohibited, restricted, set apart, forbidden, under atua protection. n. restriction – a supernatural condition.
Te Ao Marama : the world of light.
Tikanga : The Maori way, parallel to fa’a Samoa

Tufuga-fau-fale : Master craftsman of the house; master builder
Turangawaewae : place of belonging, home, place to stand.
Va : Samoan notion of the space between, that connects and unifies, not empty space
Wananga : place of learning, v. acquiring higher/tertiary knowledge
Whare Tapere : house of amusement
Whanaungatanga : relationship, kinship, sense of family connection- a relationship through shared experiences and working together which provides people with a sense of belonging.
Whare : House, building, dwelling, habitation.
Wharenui : Meeting house, large house. Main building of a marae complex, where guests are accommodated.
Whare Tipuna/Tupuna : ancestral house.
Whare whakairo : carved house, meeting house.
Whaikorero : oratory, oration, formal eloquent speech using imagery and metaphor.
Wairua : spirit, soul, quintessence - spirit of a person which exists beyond death.
Whakapapa : genealogy, genealogical table, lineage, descent
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State housing or Social Housing is a term given to housing provided to those who cannot otherwise provide for themselves. Auckland is currently undergoing densification requiring more medium-density housing solutions to meet the national housing shortage. Ukutoia is known today as
a predominant state-housing community with new medium-density developments such as Talbot
Park exposing the future of Auckland’s housing fabric. Currently the majority of people who require and occupy state housing in Auckland are of Maori and Pacific ethnicity; this is largely
seen throughout the Ukutoia area. Housing whether public or private not only provide a place of
home and shelter but also plays a central role in the expressions of social structures, identity and
culture. Therefore housing from a communal scale to the design and use of space at the unit or
dwelling level impacts and influences social and cultural expressions.
The existing state-housing solutions are predominantly a reflection of pakeha traditions of living
in nuclear families, the importance of ‘privacy’ and the concept of individual land ownership.
New Zealand’s population is increasingly culturally diverse, through natural increase as well as
immigration. Therefore the present state-housing stock is not always appropriate for the shifting population. Research on state housing inhabited by Pacific and Maori communities revealed
physical adaptations and variations were made in order to meet the cultural and domestic needs
of the inhabitants. These included temporary extensions of space such as the removal of fences
onto neighboring properties and temporary provisions of shelter using tarpaulins. However these
modifications are not ideal for ongoing social and cultural expressions.
How can Pacific and Maori culture, architecture and notions of space be introduced and
integrated into the provision of state housing in New Zealand?
This thesis focuses on the architectural typologies of Samoan and Maori culture to recognize the
housing design needs of two of the largest non-European ethnic groups in the Auckland region.
While it is acknowledged that these two broad ethnic groups are not exclusive and homogenous,
the research attempts to trace cohesions of architecture, perspectives, notions of space within the
Marae and Malae typologies. These typologies are provisions of home that have a strong communal emphasis. Although Maori and Samoan cultures hold variations in their beliefs and architecture, a common spatial constituent is the open courtyard known as the Marae Atea and Malae
space. This space has been recognised as playing a significant part in negotiating, maintaining
and nurturing cultural and social relationships of Maori and Samoan communities. This common
ground is fundamental to the redesigning of state housing where the manifestation of community,
identity and social expression will be sourced.
Albert Wendt describes the concept of Va as the ‘space between, the betweeness, not empty
space that separates but space that relates, holds separate entities and things together in the
Unite-that-is-All.’ 1 Vā is located at the center of every gathering, every sociality, and specifically
structures in Pacific identity. The Va speaks in correlation to the ideas of Maori cosmology and
customary practices where boundaries between time and space are blurred and the in-between
become emphasized in the architecture. The Va is seen in the Marae ātea and Malae as these
spaces function and facilitate negotiation of relationships. The design proposition is a synthesis
of spatial, conceptual and cultural notions that enter into the dialogue of medium-density housing
1

Wendt, Albert. ‘Tatauing the Post-Colonial Body’, Span 42, 1996. 17

in which Maori and Pacific communities are able to apply themselves and inhabit Auckland in a way, which
is more suited to a pacific worldview.
Mike Austin recognizes the provision of home being provided for Maori by the marae rather than the
existing detached model of home; ‘For, if “home” means to the Pakeha the focus of family life, the basis
of self-esteem, a place of love, a source of authority and discipline, the location of people to whom one
belongs, a place of refuge, of sleep, of nourishment, of attention, discussion, disagreement, caring, shelter,
accommodation, approval and rejection, then for Maori this has not been provided by the house but rather
by the marae.2
Tapu Te Ranga Marae in Wellington is contemporary Marae. The complex has been naturally composed
over time using recycled materials forming a series of vertical whare weaving up its steep cliff site. The
Marae Atea is not a clear open space but is scattered around the numerous Mahau of the building that lead
into the various whare spaces. The Whare kai and whare moe sit scattered in-between the different levels
of the whare maintaining a vertical negotiation of spaces. Although spatial hierarchies of tapu and noa are
treated differently to those of a customary Marae, the cultural constructs and notions of space held within
Maori culture are still preserved and applied. John Scotts Maori Battalion and Rua Kenana’s Hiona building
also vertically negotiate and reinvent Maori custom and notions of space in their architecture.
The Samoan village of Lepea is an example of deviation and hybridization in Samoan architecture. It was
proposed the village be modeled on the temporality of a military camp addressing immediate issues such
as hygiene, water quality and market access in an attempt to improve living conditions for Samoan villages
at the time. The spatial arrangement was planned to no longer hold a natural manifestation of village relationships however the Lepea community have endured their cultural expressions and constructs although
western values seemed to be incorporated into the architecture
The design methodology involves analyzing relative literature, media sources, exposure to current events,
fieldwork research. Niuean artist John Pule creates interrogative artworks that express his personal reflection on social connections, historic relationships and recently the nuclear neo-colonialism in the South
Pacific. Pule’s artworks has mobilized languages of imagery: assemblages and scenarios into which you
can read explanations almost endlessly. An initial conceptual series of Pule inspired drawings and cultural
mapping exercises were made in response to the experiences and context of current events occurring within Glen Innes today. Both conventional and digital drawing methods have been mixed, layered and traced
producing an aesthetic that expresses and responds to the events occurring within Auckland housing with
influences from indigenous cultural and spatial constructs. Strong affiliations with both Samoan and Maori
culture and influences, living among a pakeha society, the design methodology is also reflective of my own
negotiation of self-identity and being an ‘afakasi’ Samoan woman living in New Zealand. This has influenced
my practice through iterative drawing and modelling methods that become collaged hybrids or ‘afakasi’ and
inform new architectural conditions that blur definitions and concepts of culture and space within my research
and design response.

2

Austin, Mike. 1976: 199 cited in FCSPRU and RCMHD, 2006:23)

This thesis research will be structured in six parts.
Part 1: The New Zealand Post-Modern State House focuses on the history and formation of the post-war
State Housing in New Zealand. This chapter examines existing literature and publications concerning the
history of state housing in New Zealand. The historical context helps gives a better understanding of the
formation of state housing and its purpose in the current settings of society today. Although expanded
upon, much of this chapter is obtained from the writings of Bill McKay, Ben Schrader and Gael Ferguson
who give in-depth accounts of New Zealand’s state housing formation and history. A literature review of the
Housing New Zealand design guides for Maori and Pacific cultures will also be critiqued.
Part 2: The Battle in Ukutoia explores Glen Innes, a state housing neighbourhood community that has
recently come under threat as Auckland attempts to intensify. Endeavouring to keep up with housing
demand, HNZC has developed ‘The Northern Glen Innes Redevelopment Project’ which will see almost
twice as many houses built of which over half will be privately owned leaving a significant number of state
tenants to find their own accommodation. The current battle in Glen Innes and flagship development Talbot Park are examined along with other local and international precedent studies. A critical site analysis
will present itself through iterative drawing and mapping methods.
Part 3 ‘Nāu te whatu Māori: Through the eye of Maori’ illustrates Maori perspectives and concepts that
convey the inter-relationship of the spiritual world, living world and the natural world. This chapter will
examine the spatial hierarchies and architecture of the Marae and Wharenui. It is important to stress that
there is no single perspective or concept that summarises the essence of Maori identity today however
the ideas explored are an attempt to gain further understanding of Maori culture, architecture and perspectives.
Part 4: Pacific Spaces: Examining the Fale Samoa examines Samoan culture and architecture, exploring
the malae, fale and social formalities. Samoan culture will be of specific focus and the concepts explored
do not represent the entire wider Pacific demographic however the term ‘Pacific’ has been applied broadly.
Latu Lalai writes in-depth about the rituals and concepts involved with fale and malae in ‘From Open Fale
to Mission Houses: Negotiating the Boundaries of “Domesticity” in Samoa’. Lalai mentions that the spaces
inside and outside of the fale are pivotal to cultural form, ceremony and ritual. The UNESCO Office for the
Pacific States has recorded an organized body of knowledge about fale construction and social formalities.
Although expanded upon, both these texts have been referred to in this chapter.
Part 5: Ukutoia: Common Ground introduces and discusses the design response and briefly explores existing and potential methods of tenancy management that could manifest or be applied within the design.
It also acknowledges and introduces potential pros and cons of the proposed design.
Part 6: Conclusion + Reflection reflects on the general body of this thesis research and suggests where it
may be further developed.
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Part 1

New Zealand State House

Early State Housing
14
The Liberal government in 1891 led by John Seddon was influenced by ongoing urban developments in
Britain where the industrial revolution had transformed the orderly rural society into a fast paced metropolitan. Early New Zealand pioneers did their best to preserve close cultural ties with the ‘Homeland’ and
English influences were reflected in local building styles. Housing depicted a return to English dwellings
where the craftsman’s approach to materials and workmanship was revisited. The Arts and Crafts along
with other international influences such as the American bungalow were influential to New Zealand’s idyllic
model of home. The Liberal government at the time was an avid promoter of suburban family life believing
the nuclear family to be the foundation of the nation.1 By the start of the 20th century, the over-crowded city
slums and the rising cost of living forced living conditions New to drop with workers stuck in squalid living
environments to remain close to work. Seddon introduced the first model of state housing in the form of
the Worker’s Dwellings Act. These dwellings were intended to provide to the middle class urban workers
and their families with affordable housing that was far removed from city slums. Although many worker
dwellings were constructed throughout the country the scheme never fully prospered, instead it planted the
seed for what we are now familiar with today as State Housing.

to surrounding private rentals or who occupied the state housing. By failing to spread costs, Labour created
a favored group of tenants in society who were not always the ones most in need.5 Public debate and politics
over housing policy in New Zealand has continually centered on the issue of how far governments should
intervene in the housing market. The reduced role of the government first became prevalent in the late 1970’s
when National led housing policies that saw government first move away from role as landlord towards an
encouragement of freedom of choice. Housing policy before this was focused on the provision of state housing for renting and mortgage finance to support eventual home ownership. This included the ‘Housing for Life’
policy that attracted many people to the scheme in the promise of home ownership. Housing New Zealand
Corporation (HNZC) was eventually created as the country’s main agency for the formulation and delivery of
housing policy. Throughout the 1970’s HNZC offered subsidised mortgages to low-income people for home
ownership. State houses were targeted at those who were considered to be in desperate housing need. This
need was determined by a points system. Today HNZC are still the largest housing provider however government is transferring ownership and management of HNZC properties to other localised housing providers
e.g. Tamaki Redevelopment Company.

The 1935 Labour government is often characterised as the starter of the welfare state. Labour had the
intention of ensuring that all New Zealand citizens had access to decent housing. This led to State housing
stock being increased and the building industry was used as a tool for economic recovery. Housing was no
longer seen as a charity or subsidy but a means to allow the deserving middle class worker a chance of
achieving the New Zealand dream.
Michael Savage opened the first official state house in 12 Fife Lane, Miramar In 1937.2 There was a high
demand for housing following the Depression and other events surrounding World War two. Labour sought
out to provide housing as well as wanting to stimulate local industry by building an additional 5000 state
houses at a total cost of £5 million. James Fletcher among others established the Department of Housing
to oversee the new programme. State Advances Corporation began a 3% deposit for 20-year loans to
eventually own and purchase the houses. This allowed middle-class families to also eventually become private homeowners and more people were reaching the goal of home-ownership. As with previous workers’
dwellings, each house would be constructed using local architects, labor and materials designed to last for
up to 60 years. The scheme was successful and evolved with 30,000 state rental units being constructed.
In 1939 the state housing waiting list stood at 10 000.3
Ben Schrader writes that the designs and construction of the houses were at such a high level the private
sector had to copy them to compete in the housing market.4 Labour eventually changed its housing policy
and would no longer subsidize individual state house tenants. Instead it set rents on the basis of the average capital cost of each type of house. By not subsiding rents the government could afford to build more
housing and try solving the shortage. However this meant that individual rents might not bear any relation
1
2
3
4

Schrader, Ben. 2005. We Call It Home, Auckland: Reed Books. 85
‘The state steps in and out’, URL: http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/culture/we-call-it-home/the-state-steps-in-and-out, (Ministry for
Culture and Heritage), updated 21-Jul-2014
Schrader, Ben. 2005. We Call It Home, Auckland: Reed Books. 86
Schrader, We Call It Home, 51
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Fig 1: Early conditions of innercity
housing which eventuated into slum
conditons, Freemans Bay.
Sourced: McKay, Bill. Beyond the
State. Penguin Books, 2014. 14

16

(Top) Fig 2: Early Workers’ Dwelling,
Sourced: Photographed by Albert Godber, Turnbull Library,
PA1-q-103-051-1, URL: http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/media/
photo/early-workers-dwelling, (Ministry for Culture and
Heritage), updated 21-Jul-2014.

(Bottom) Fig 3: McGregors stand infront of First State
House, 12 Fife Lane.
Sourced: Turnbull Library, ABVF 7484 Box 1 18, URL:
http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/media/photo/the-first-statehouse1978, (Ministry for Culture and Heritage), updated
14-Oct-2014
(Opposite page, Top) Fig 4. Typical Statehouse Plan
indicating classic features: living room roientated to the
sun, clustered kitchen, bathroom and laundry for efficient
pumbling and drainage.
Sourced: Turnbull Library , MNZ-2150-1/4-F in McKay, Bill.
Beyond the State. Penguin Books, 2014. 78
(Opposite page, bottom) Fig 5. Living Room interior, the
main domain for guests, entertaining and social interaction.
Sourced: National Archives, R21010702 in McKay, Bill.
Beyond the State. Penguin Books, 2014. 78

The State Style
17
The designs of state houses have always been criticised since the workers’ dwellings and were known for
being too ornate. Half a century later the response was the opposite, the new state houses were too bland,
stingy and slum-like. Right-leaning critics have stated that it’s not the state’s role to build workers ‘luxury’
homes, whereas those to the left have argued that raising housing standards raises living standards. With
the arrival of the Second World War and the shortage of building materials, the economy ruled housing plans
in terms of construction and detail; minimum building standards and the illusion that parallels cheapness
with low cost became established. McKay writes in ‘Beyond the State’ that architects at the time took a
radical design approach while their concerns were becoming less to do with style and aesthetics and more
to do with the practical task.6 The designs that went to tender were much more simplified in programme,
aesthetic and form. Early impressions depicted attached garages however these were not necessary at the
time as state tenants most likely biked, walked or took the tram for transport. The importance of lighting and
sun exposure was now being implemented in design. Houses were located closest to the front boundary,
to provide a larger private back yard. Kitchens were designed to face morning sun and living rooms formed
the center of family life, arranged so that chairs could easily encircle the fireplace, which was known as the
focus of the home.7 Windows were small, multi-paned units, and doors were set back into small recessed
porches. Window casements, doors, fittings and other aesthetic features were uniform depending on the
typology where it was built.
The Department of Housing experimented with prefabricated houses, multistorey units and flats. Rigorous
standardization processes meant many distinct or unique features of the proposed designs were lost. Planners achieved a uniform style based on minimum standards and on social virtues. Ignoring the progress
towards the production New Zealand remained isolated and unaware that the national standards at the time
were already out-of-date. The department specified guidelines in terms of plans, room sizes etc.8 This was
to achieve sound and rational designs without any one house being marked as having a particular style as
well as avoiding elaborate details that may prove to be a passing fad.9 It was intended that no two houses
would look exactly alike so occupants would not be identified as being welfare tenants. Plumbing fixtures and
necessary services were standardized to minimize costs therefore kitchens, bathrooms and laundries were
often placed nearby. Although floor plans were stamped around the country there were regional variations in
the use of materials. In Wellington most state houses were built of wood, but in Dunedin brick houses were
popular.
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(Above) Fig 6: Early artist’s impression of first state houses.
Sourced: Building Today, April-June 1937
(Opposite page, Left) Fig 7: Variations of State House Designs
Sourced: The Standard, 18 November 1936, 7
(Opposite page, Right) Fig 8: Waiwhetu state housing development
designed in consideration of Māori .
Sourced: Māori housing street plan›, URL:
http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/media/photo/maori-housing-street-plan, (Ministry for Culture and Heritage
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Housing Maori + Pacific Islanders
20

A large number of Pacific Islanders migrated to New Zealand in the 70’s as well as rural Maori into urban
cities in the hope of work and economic gain. Auckland mayor, Ernest Davis stated that Maori should be
left to reside in the outer suburbs of Auckland whilst pakeha live in the cities. ‘The Maori child is a child of
nature and is better both for him and the pakeha that he should live in the country and not in the town.’10
This attitude was common where the Auckland Star released a study on Pacific peoples moving into urban
areas stating these cultures have special problems and in turn create problems for society that we have not
yet found a way to handle.11 These ‘special problems’ may have been a by-product of western influences
contradicting indigenous or holistic cultural practices. Race relations eventually realized that discrimination
against Maori and Pacific tenants had become a large problem in the private rental market with landlords
believing them to be, “dirtier, less house proud, and more likely to overcrowd properties than Pakeha tenants.’12 By limiting Pacific Islanders and Maori to rundown houses with high rents resulted in overcrowding
and reinforced social stereotypes; ‘Its overcrowded and the evidence is unhealthy and produces social
problems’.13 One social problem is child abuse; Pacific or Maori children stand nine times more chance of
becoming a chid abuse statistic than a European child according to Child Abuse New Zealand.14
Garth Falconer mentions in ‘Living in Paradox’ that the importance of home ownership to pakeha represents a fundamental sense of belonging and security.15 Ownership is relevant to Pacific and Maori however the dynamics and establishment of ownership can be seen as a collective rather than an individual
possession. Early designs for Maori were indistinguishable from the typical state houses and made no
concession to cultural or housing needs. Standardisation of plumbing fixtures and services defined where
kitchens, laundries and toilets were situated within the home. This often contradicted cultural practice and
beliefs where inhabitants would modify dwellings to suit their needs. McKay mentions a ‘remarkable exception’ to this policy as one state housing settlement in Waiwhetu in Lower Hutt provided more than twenty
state houses surrounded a marae and meetinghouse.16

Otara area. Single-class neighbourhoods have been created with high concentrations of unemployed and
struggling families. The Samoan community in Auckland send an average of ten percent of their net wages
back to their homeland each year. Many depend on the income, not only to finance churches but also to buy
every day items. The money sent back home for Pacific Islanders allows for elaboration of customary ceremonies and events, therefore it all looks so easy to the would-be migrant.17 Antony Hooper states that Pacific
and Maori cultures initially think that Auckland’s streets are paved with gold, therefore that is the main reason
for migration and relocation to Auckland.18 City living is unfamiliar for some Pacific migrants in contrast to the
open shared living in the Islands or in rural areas. The detached model of housing does not provide initial
support to those who are not accustomed therefore pacific families tend to live with other family or in areas
where other Pacific people reside. Naturally for Pacific cultures the regularity of shared gatherings contribute
to fostering places of belonging, provisions of home and support that occur in Marae and Malae. The advantage of shared living allows opportunities for positive relationships, values, and support within a domestic
environment. For other cultures the benefit might be different however this diversity and shared open living is
believed to be something state housing needs.

Hugh Kawharu discusses Ngati Whatua’s destiny at Orakei during 1918 where the bulk of the Maori owned
land had been passed from Ngati Whatua to the Crown. At the time Ngati Whatua’s living conditions and
homes in Orakei were seen to be a ‘blot on the landscape’ and deemed in need of tidying up in preparation
for Queen Elizabeth’s visit to New Zealand. The clean-up operation of Ngati Whatua land in Orakei transformed the area to become a state house suburb. Eventually Ngāti Whātua was systematically evicted and
their houses demolished and Marae burnt down. Kawharu states that Orakei among other suburbs at the
time were under the suffering effects of a secular, stratified, individualistic society imposing its will upon a
religious, egalitarian, group centered society, thus heightening the traditional tensions between aroha and
mana, kinship and descent.19

‘Pepper potting’ refers to scattering a minor group among a majority. Government decided this was the best
way for encouraging Maori and Pacific Islanders into the ‘pakeha world’ by learning to live like pakeha in pakeha cities. Maoris generally opposed the idea of completely abandoning their perspectives and way of life
and it was evident that scattering Maori and Pacific Islanders into Pakeha communities was not working.
Rather than participating in the community they were often inclined to retaliate or isolate. After the abolishment of pepper-potting, large concentrations of Maori and Pacific Islanders emerged. Concentrations of
beneficiaries have now been established due to earlier settlements such as Talbot Park, Rata Vine and the
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(Left) Fig 9: Erolini Alailima-Eteuati and husband, captioned in The
Islanders ‘A whole new way of life’.
Sourced: The Islanders, Shortland Educational Publications, 1975.7
Fig 9A: Packed in to pay rent.
Sourced: The Islanders, Shortland Educational Publications, 1975. 9

Maori + Pacific Design Guides

		

Literature Review

22
This section analyses ‘Ki te hau Kainga; New perspectives on Maori housing solutions’ and the ‘Pacific
Housing Design Guide: Guidelines for Designing Housing Solutions.’ In conjunction with Rau Hoskins and
Faumuina and Associates, HNZC put together these guides to provide possible revisions to existing and
future designs of state housing to create more culturally friendly spatial arrangements.
Ki te hau Kainga provided two main solutions for Maori housing in urban areas:
•

•

Urban/suburban whanau houses – individual houses that are planned to allow for a range of
cultural and social dynamics within urban Maori society. These houses may include, for example,
a whare tapiri (connected bedroom wing or sleep-out) or an extended family unit.
Urban/suburban Papakainga – infill or new housing developments with shared communal facilities that still maintain the privacy of individual dwellings These development projects would need
to take into account whanau, hapu and iwi requirements.

Housing was recommended to be open and adaptable to the changing needs and fluctuating occupancies
due to the inclusion of wider extended family. This may involve the addition of a sleep out, multi purpose
rooms for bedrooms and living rooms. Transitional indoor/outdoor living environments have been said to
have a number of benefits including relieving pressure on internal areas and providing an area for large
gatherings and for children to play.20 The living room is used for a various purposes including guest accommodation, meetings and celebrations; it is also the place where a deceased family member (tupapaku)
will lie during mourning periods. Therefore the living room should be relatively large (recommended 5m x
6m) to accommodate up to 20 people. The kitchen should also be large enough to cater these gatherings.
The dining room ideally would have access to both kitchen and living room whereas toilets and laundry
should be separate as having them located within close proximity is considered ‘Tapu’.21 Similar themes
and recommendations were provided in Pacific Housing Design Guide. The Pacific population living in NZ
has retained strong ties to their traditions and culture that in turn has had implications for housing needs
and tenure status. Some of these factors include larger-sized families, extended family living, frequent
gatherings and certain cultural obligations.22 For example, it is not uncommon for households to accommodate multiple generations or to host overseas guests for both short and lengthy periods of time.23 For many,
the decision to live with extended family is based on the desire to provide mutual support for each other
and to manage migration by family members. When asked as to why pacific people lived and housed their
extended family, the responses by the participants in the guide believed this was a very pakeha-oriented
question because for Pacific people, this was considered a normal aspect of family life.24
20
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Open plan living is recommended however shared housing solutions are not mentioned. Both guides suggested detached one-two storey housing solutions. While there is nothing in the guides that explicitly stated
that Maori and Pacific people do not have a demand for intensive housing, there are general indicators to
suggest that intensive housing is not a preference.
•
•
•

A lack of discussion in both guides reviewed on intensive housing and this could imply a dislike by
Maori and Pacific people.
Both guides discuss Maori and Pacific people desire larger living spaces and more bedrooms.
Particular cultural and social practices among Maori and Pacific people are best suited for single
story dwellings.

Both guides by HNZC were useful in their recognition of the shortcomings of housing however they did predict possible new provisions or address the difference between Western and Polynesian spatiality, as they
predominantly dealt with a single building, operating using western perspectives, aesthetics and construction processes.
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(Left) Fig 10: Ki te Hau Kainga Design Guide Concepts
Sourced: Ki te hau kainga: New perspectives on Māori housing solutions: A design
guide, Housing New Zealand Corporation 2002
(Above) Fig 11: Table of Tapu & Noa for various domestic spaces.
Sourced: Ki te hau kainga: New perspectives on Māori housing solutions : A design guide,
Housing New Zealand Corporation 2002
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Fig 12: Redrawn floor plans of Ki te hau Kainga design
concepts - Whare Tapiri & Whanau Whare.
(Authors own imagery)
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Intensive Living
26

Densely populated areas are more productive, innovative and attract more people and capital. Higher
density communities’ mean better infrastructure and service provision like transport networks, leisure facilities, education, cafes and shops. The quarter acre dream is a social ideal, but anyone wanting to live on
800sqm section must go further away from the increasingly compact city. With extra hours commuting and
increased congestion this lifestyle brings, the reality of the ‘ New Zealand dream’ becomes less appealing
and uneconomic. The shortage of land and adequate housing in New Zealand without increased urban
sprawl means densification will now become more apparent in urban areas. The current affordability of
home ownership is out of reach for most people therefore this thesis acknowledges that current ideals of
home ownership will possibly need to shift towards a conversation of densified housing that incorporates
possibilities of communal and shared living.

Montgomery writes in ‘Happy City; Transforming our lives through Urban Design’ about Bogota politician,
Enrique Penalosa who drastically changed the society of Bogota from a crime infested and polluted community into a model of a ‘Happy City. ‘We may not be able to fix the economy however we can design the city
to give people dignity and make them feel rich. The city can make them happier.’27 Penalosa reconsidered
the current approach to urban planning and made the city safer by implementing certain policies instead of
building new highways for the city; he instead invested in cycle paths and promoted the use of bikes and buses through hiking petrol prices and banning commuter cars. These changes amounted into a safer, happier
community that was sufficient and sustainable than before. Penalosas perspective towards ‘happiness’ and
urban design was a rejection of the philosophies that have guided city planners and builders for centuries.28

Star Flats were constructed quickly and cheaply using poor materials. These provided solutions to the
housing shortage but failed to provide public services and facilities, as they were not properly integrated
within private housing. The lack of integration meant that areas became dominated with low-income communities and slowly became known as neglected areas due to growing social issues. Talbot Park in Glen
Innes and Rata Vine housing complex is an example of this. Schrader claims half of Auckland’s households
had no children aged over sixteen therefore it was assumed that ‘many old and young would welcome
the opportunity of the emancipation from the ‘cult of the quarter-acre.’25 The buildings were designed and
intended for young adults but ended up housing young growing families and elderly that was not always
suitable to their needs.26 The flats were generally three-storey containing up to twelve one to three bedroom flats grouped around a central stairwell. The most innovative feature of were external French sliding
doors that enabled the living room to resemble a balcony or outside living space which was protected by
balustrades.
HNZC provided ‘Housing at Higher Densities’ a guide for housing at medium-high densities. Densification
housing can provide benefits such as improved privacy, security and conveniences in comparison with
stand-alone dwellings. Other benefits include lower maintenance, operating costs and community interaction. A key room such as the kitchen/living/dining should overlook the street for security with carefully designed transitions managing relationships between public and private. The advantage of detached versus
densified is the extra private space around the building in use mainly by the owner and occupant family.
Disadvantages are maintenance and repair costs involved which are at the owner or occupant’s expense.
Amenities such as pools or playgrounds unless built at private expense are also usually absent. Detached
single-family houses use much more energy to heat than densified buildings with shared walls, because of
their higher surface area ration. People who live in detached houses are more likely to own and use a private automobile rather than walking, biking, or public transport. low density housing leads to less frequent
bus services and longer distances to commute, thus leading to increased car use. This makes detached
houses part of a much more energy and carbon-intensive lifestyle whereas families may not own or afford
access to private transport.
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(Top) Fig 13: Medium-High Desnity Star Flats
Sourced Turnbull Library, Eph-A-HOUSING,1957-01, in McKay, Bill. Beyond the State.
Penguin Books, 2014. 93
(Bottom) Fig 14: Poor design, increased density and a reduction of materials resulted
in housing developments becoming unsucessful - increased density housing development in Porirua. Sourced: HNZC. HS-0131, in McKay, Bill. Beyond the State. Penguin
Books, 2014. 93
Fig 15 (Top): Inner-city Living, Symonds St Flats.
Sourced: Philip Morrison and Ben Schrader. ‘Inner-city living - City flats’, Te Ara - the Encyclopaedia of New Zealand,
updated 20-May-13 URL: http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/photograph/23745/symonds-st-flats
Fig 16: Redeveloped Housing at Talbot Park, Apartments.
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Fig 17 : John Pule, ‘4 Mahalo’, artwork, acrylic on unstretched
canvas, 2010mm x 1700mm. Sourced: URL: http://www.europeanlanguageolympics.com/auction-item/4-mahalo

A series of drawings inspired by John Pule’s tapa and drawing metholdogy were a conceptual design response to the research found on state housing
in New Zealand, in relation to Pacific and Maori communities and culture inhabiting them. The drawings are gridlike compositons influenced from state
house floor plans and have been inhabited by various expressive symmetries,
patterns and geomteries that are housed by the controlling edge conditions.
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Fig. 18A
(authors own images)
Fig 18 A,B,C: Conceptual drawing
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Fig. 18B
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Fig. 18C
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Fig 18 D - Lasercut drawing

(authors own images)
Fig 18 D,E,F: Conceptual drawing/model responsesLasercut etching MDF, drawing, pen.

Fig 18 E - Etching over lasercut
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Fig 18 F - Lasercut drawing

Part 2

The Battle in Ukutoia

36

Ukutoia was the local Maori term for the suburb now known today as Glen Innes or ‘G.I’, named after William Innes Taylor. It is said that Ukutoia represents the arrival of waka along the shoreline of the Tamaki
Strait as it made it an easy landing place. It is said that the area became a ‘waka exchange’ point for people
borrowing canoes for further travel to Northern areas.29
Glen Innes developed in the 1950’s as a predominant state housing suburb and sits approximately it sits
8km from the Auckland CBD. The area has a rich cultural landscape with features including Maungarei
(Mt Wellington), Tamaki River and the Panmure Basin it’s rich history is currently overshadowed by its
run-down built environment and polluted river. Social and economic challenges of the community are well
known with the obvious deterioration of housing and high rates of social issues. The region is geologically
and culturally significant for tangata whenua, European pioneers and recent settlement groups. The area
is ethnically diverse with 23 percent of residents identifying as Maori, 45 per cent as Pacific Island peoples
and a growing Asian population. Pa sites of Mauinaina and Mokoia around the area have relevance for
local Maori and with Ruapotaka Marae. Strong visual connections to Maunga Rei (Mt Wellington) also provide important narrative connections to Tainui and Te Taurere Pa (Taylors Hill). These key features define
the original landscape prior to European arrival, their prominence is not strongly reflected in the current
built environment. The Ruapotaka Marae and new provision of Te Oro are significant urban facilities for
local community to engage. With an estimated population of 4,407 people, 27% of houses are privately
owned with the rest predominantly rental or state housing by HNZC. The average household size ranged
from 3.5-4 people with 38.5% percent of families in Tamaki as one-parent-with-children families.30 Single
person households were second most common. The unemployment rate is 9.8% and the median income
is $19,200 compared with $26,000 for the entire Auckland region.31 31.1 percent of people in Tamaki were
born overseas and the most common birthplace was the Pacific Islands. 40.2 percent of people aged 15
years and over have no formal qualifications, compared with 20.3 percent for Auckland Region as a whole.
These statics of the Tamaki area inform the societal status, economic situations, cultural lifestyles and
problems faced by the community. These figures however do not measure the amount of social, cultural
values, happiness and pride associated within the community.
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Fig 19: Location diagram of Tamaki
(Authors own image)

Northern Glen Innes
Redevelopment Project
38

The Northern Glen Innes Redevelopment Project has put this community under threat as Auckland attempts to intensify. The area was identified as a priority area of change due to its location, connection to
public transport, established community, town centre, and its ability to accommodate intensification, both
in land area and infrastructure.32 On September 26, 2011, 156 residents in northern Glen Innes and Wai
o Taiki Bay began receiving letters from HZNC saying they would need to leave their homes within 3-5
years’ time due to new transformations of the area. There were public meetings where HNZC and property
developer ‘Creating Communities’ outlined their removal plans of the affected state homes. Generations
of families who had grown up in the area had found a deeply embedded connection to their homes and
neighborhood. Tere Tarapu and his wife Miimetua have lived in the area over 40 years and disagreed to the
changes and felt a strong sense of ownership; ‘To me, this is my home…they didn’t even come and see
us before they have this on their plan’.33 Due to the housing shortage rather than build more housing on
the Auckland fringes instead to re-develop areas like Glen Innes that are regarded to have wasted space.
New Zealand households struggle with a legacy of high housing-related debt and overpriced houses.
Auckland accounts for nearly half of all New Zealand’s population growth, but just one quarter of the new
homes being built. Over the past three years, Auckland’s population has grown by over 63,000 people, yet
just over 10,000 new dwellings have been built—meaning that the city is short over 10,000 houses. The
project involves redevelopment of 156 properties to create at least 200 new houses, including 78 owned by
Housing New Zealand and at least 39 other market-based affordable houses. The remainder of houses will
be for private sale. This means that although there will be better housing stock the number of houses being
built will not necessarily cover or house all the original families and tenants that were in the area before
the development. Local tenants have rallied against the project as it has moved them from their homes
and breaking up longstanding relationships of family and community. At the same time an ever-increasing
number of low and middle-income people feel locked out of the home ownership that many consider a birth
right in New Zealand. This crisis in insecure, unaffordable and inadequate housing has brought together
a coalition of groups determined to take action such as the ‘Tamaki housing Group – Defend Glen Innes’.
The role of housing and the meaning and values of home and community is at stake. Many houses were in
poor condition due to their age and design and others because they had been poorly maintained by HNZC.
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HNZC solution is to increase density; flagship development Talbot Park. Social activist, John Minto believes
they (HZNC) are using this redevelopment process to halve the number of state houses and pushing state
housing families out of the neighbourhood or into vertical slums; ‘these are brand new buildings but in five
years’ time they will look like slums’.34 Local resident Mary Francis describes her experience with rising social
problems and disorderly behaviour that exist in the community; “Three youths came on my property and urinated over my roses. I was called all sorts of names, I was told my face would be rearranged.”35 Tamaki MP
Allan Peachy supports local concerns and says, “I think we are in danger of creating a ghetto. Already we’ve
got crime-infested streets. We’ve got elderly people not feeling safe in their homes and we’re just going to add
to that.”36 The underlying question with housing developments is what will stop new housing solutions from
turning into densified versions of deprivation? This research does not provide a definitive answer but seeks
to propose a new approach towards medium-density state housing that looks at the cultures, communities
and people who live within them.
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Fig 20: Defend Glen Innes Poster (Top Left) Sourced: Tamaki Housing Group - ‘Defend
Glen Innes’ Facebook page, photograph, viewed 12 November 2015, URL: https://www.
facebook.com/DEFENDGI/photos/pb.215644118505733.-2207520000.1449701430
Fig 21: Tamaki Housing Group - Defend G.I protestors (Top Right)
Fig 22: G.I Locals, Tere and Mimetua Tarapu. (Bottom Left) Both Sourced from:
Tamaki Housing Group - ‘Defend Glen Innes’ Facebook page, photograph, accessed 12 November 2015, URL: https://www.facebook.com/AAAPNZ/photos
/a.1231848123495795.1073741829.180801498
Fig 23: Tamaki Housing Group - Defend G.I at ‘Hikoi for Homes - Everyone Deserves a
Home’ Protest (Botom Right)
Sourced: Tamaki Housing Group - ‘Defend Glen Innes’ Facebook page, photograph,
accessed 12 November 2015, URL: https://www.facebook.com/AAAPNZ/photos/a.1231848123495795

W h a r e Ta p a W h a
40
Short film ‘Whare Tapa Wha’ directed by Briar March captured at close hand the current experiences
and perspectives of Maori women who are involved in opposing housing projects relative to the changes
in Glen Innes. The film follows sisters Betty Kanuta and Mateora Kanuta moving out of state houses that
had been their family homes since the 1950s. Mateora expresses her relationship and connection with
the area; ‘Glen innes is my turangawaewae. I want to stay here, my roots are here...This house is a part
of us.’ 37 Yvonne Dainty commented on the instability felt after generations of living in her state house
community; ‘A variety of Maori and pakeha, aunties and uncles, generations that have come through
have put a lot of work, effort and love into it. Next minute it’s going to be ripped up under you’.38 ‘The
film interchanges to position of architect, Fleur Palmer alongside the He Korowai Trust who purchased
some state houses from Glen Innes for homeless families in Kaitaia. Despite good intentions, the exiled
tenants and those seeing their neighbourhood decimated were not impressed; “It’s taking from the poor
to give to the poor,’.39 The general response by those affected was negative towards Palmers and the
He Korowai Trust however in any other situation the response by exiled tenants may not have been any
different as the families were being evicted and some made homeless. Whare Tapa Wha explored how
the health and place of a community is affected when self-determination, state control and privatization
intervene.40 The film did not provide a fixed solution to the housing changes but exposed the importance
of place, identity, ownership and home being deeply embedded for this community.

Fig 24: Protestors infront of ‘Stolen Houses’ in Glen Innes.
Sourced: Tamaki Housing Group - ‘Defend Glen Innes’ Facebook page, photograph, accessed 12 November
2015, URL: https://www.facebook.com/AAAPNZ/photo/a.123
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T h e R i v e r Ta l k s
41
Local resident Tamati Patuwai, organized the ‘River Talks’ event in Glen Innes to expose the reality of a dying and polluted river that was once a lifeline of the community. The event occurred early this year and was
opened with a Maori whakatauki “Ko au te awa, Ko te awa ko au,” that translates into English as ‘I am the
river and the river is me.’ The whakatauki indicates that the land, sea and sky are intrinsically connected to
man; therefore how we care for ourselves culturally, spiritually and physically are mirrored in our surrounding
environments. The whakatauki is just one perspective and understanding held by Patuwai and other Pacific
and Maori people alike. Patuwai spoke of his own personal experience about growing up in Glen Innes:
‘The Omaru River runs through the centre of GI from the Tamaki River and that whakatauki explains my
connection to the area. When my great-grandmother moved here, back in the 50s or 60s, it was an abundant
place. The volcanic soils were great for growing, and snapper could be caught in the fishing grounds. We
grew up fishing with my dad, floundering in the shallow areas. We used to get oysters and pipi, and puha
from the rivers. The river is really polluted now - we swam in it when I was a kid, but there’s no way you’d
put a child in it now’.41
The River Talks introduced the focus site of this thesis that is 136 Taniwha Street; a vacant stretch of land
that is owned by Ngati Whatua. Known by locals as the old Tamaki Girls College site the area has become
neglected used mainly as a thoroughfare to the Glen Innes town centre. Maybury Reserve sits next to the
site and has been identified as a key hotspot for crime and suspicious activity due to the lack of visibility
through the reserve. Directly opposite on Elstree Ave is the Point England Reserve and Tamaki College with
the facilities of the Glen Innes Pool, soccer fields and Family centre. The local shopping district and train
station is approximately ten minutes walking distance with the Ruapotaka Marae also nearby.

Fig 24B: Diagram of Omaru River during River Talks Event. ‘X’ symbols mark
areas of importance, orange marks different events and groupings of people
during the event. (Authors own image)
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Site Analysis
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A series of cultural mapping and conventional drawing analysis during field work in Glen Innes have explored and represented local services, housing culture, social amenities and access routes that are used
throughout the neighborhood. Densities, textures and porosities are mapped into different housing typologies to define housing and amenities around Glen Innes. These textures and porosities are used not to
only code the purposes but were an attempt to capture spatial and cultural qualities of the neighborhood.
The area is highly populated by Pacific and Maori communities therefore it should be noted that the houses
researched are assumed to be inhabited by these ethnicities. Social issues in the area may be reliant on
the fact that there is a large provision of alcohol stores rather than ‘neighborhood friendly’ amenities. The
economic profile of Pacific and Maori households today is marked by per capita incomes and wealth at the
lower end of the distribution in New Zealand. These lower incomes stem in part from the type of industries
in which Pacific people have traditionally worked and in part from the much younger age structure of the
Pacific population. Households are larger than average, and include a higher proportion of extended family households. A significant proportion of the Pacific community was born outside New Zealand, or from
rural areas, which means that they are less familiar with urban housing patterns and more committed to
replicating the housing and living patterns they were accustomed to in Pacific culture. Modifications and
extensions of space were found during fieldwork of housing in G.I therefore opportunities and provisions
of living extensions have been taken seriously. Conversions of spaces such as garages were understood
as urban negotiations of spatial hierarchies that are derived from customary social and cultural practices
Figure 26 depicts a section of a typical state house in G.I. It portrays the standardization of windows, doors,
room sizes, heights and minimal material conditions. The surrounding site of the house is fenceless and
detached from its neighbours. The land around the property appears to be disconnected from the house as
well as its wider context. The footpath defines boundary between public and private entry with a single footpath leading from the street to the front door. Although there are no fences the different spatial allowances
and hierarchies between house, path and street are prescribed and clear. The location of the mailbox is
placed closest to the street edge as keeping public, visitors, and mail services far away from the home as
possible. A large number of properties in Glen Innes featured extensions or additions of space. These were
found to be conversions of garages to living areas, extensions of shelter between the home and garage and
screening of the carport space. Some properties were found to have no fences between back yards, driveways or in-between sections. These may have been intentionally and originally fenceless or it is possible
that the tenants removed boundaries between properties to provide common space for children to play and
social gatherings between the neighbours. Driveways often became play areas occasionally with private
cars being parked on the outer periphery of the section or out on the street. Food crop plantations, fruit,
vegetables and (umu/hangi) pits were also located towards the back of the sections occasionally found with
an extra corrugated iron makeshift shed or outdoor cooking area. Washing lines were hung everywhere
and included makeshift washing lines.

Figures 27 and 28 show the wider context of Glen Innes depicting various building and housing typologies.
The drawing shows that detached housing offered certain adequate open space however; it is usually occupied by services such as parking, vehicle circulation and rubbish collection. There is a lack of spatial arrangement in between buildings that offer the opportunities for social interaction and visibility. Although houses are
directly accessible from the street front, they keep a strict relationship to the road and ignore the dwellings
or amenities situated behind them. In most houses the driveway provide the main entry and elevates the
necessity of privately owned transport. The quarter acre pattern is also partially result of the modernist embracement of automobiles and standardization, driven by mass production, politics and economic factors.
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Fig 25: Diagram of detached State Housing - Glen Innes
(Authors own image)
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Fig 26: Typical State House Section - Glen Innes
(Authors own image)
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Fig 27: Mapping + Site Analysis, Glen Innes, 2015.
(Authors own image)
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Fig 28: Mapping + Site Analysis, Housing densities, Glen Innes, 2015.
(Authors own image)
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(Top) Fig 29: Existing site, photo taken from southern end of site.
Fig 29A: Existing site, photo taken from south east end of site from Elstree Ave
looking at Omaru River continuing from Pt.England Res.
(Authors own imagery)
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(Top) Fig 29B: Existing site, photo taken from south west end of
Omaru river.
Fig 29C: Existing site, photo taken from east end of site looking at
neighbouring houses.
(Authors own imagery)
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Fig 29.1: Mapped domestic extensions of space diagram, Glen Innes.
(Authors own image)
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Fig 30: Existing Site with dimensions + boundary lines. Crosses indicate
where photos were taken (refer. Fig 29/A).
Fig 30A: Capacity of detached housing provided on proposed site.
(Authors own imagery)

The site has the capacity to house 80 detached stand-alone dwellings, with an average of 3.5 people
per dwelling in Glen Innes, the total population capacity is 273 approx. people using detahced housing.

Precedent Case Study 1:

Ta l b o t P a r k / S t a t e H o u s i n g D e v e l o p m e n t , G l e n I n n e s , 2 0 0 8
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Talbot Park was chosen as a flagship HNZC community renewal project to demonstrate quality urban design principles, sustainable building practices, community partnerships and innovative architectural design
in medium density housing. This 5-year renewal project was a three-way partnership between Housing
New Zealand, Auckland City Council and the Glen Innes community. The development included multiple
architecture firms to develop 219 homes along with the entire 5-hectare park. Originally Talbot Park had a
strong community that was extremely family focused and contained a high level of mutual respect between
neighbours. It is unclear what went wrong with this original development; it’s said the community started
changing in the late 1970’s with new arrivals segregating themselves. Maintenance in the area quickly
became run down, bringing a rise in crime and an unsafe areas. The redevelopment involved mixing star
flats with multi-units and duplexes to provide both horizontal and vertical elements while a central green
provided a play area for children and a space for communal activities that would facilitate neighborliness.42
The scheme places higher density apartment buildings against the busiest road (Apirana Avenue) with the
location of public parks and children’s facilities in the central public open space on the interior of the development. The provision of a new internal road attempts to increase site permeability and connectivity with
roads to slow down traffic along with improved street and park frontages overlooking public areas. Within
the detached houses there are two general plan arrangements, kitchens are either at the road end or in the
middle of the house. This provides for the high demand of large family homes required by HNZC tenants.
These homes were also designed to accommodate a variety of cultural lifestyles by having a second living
area off the entry that can be used for formal reception of guests has proved to be a flexible arrangement for
many different cultural groups. Tenants used the single attached garages in a flexible way as an additional
room for a gym or entertaining’.43

flat but commented; ‘our road is really narrow, imagine when they have finished all the buildings, you’ll be
stuffed in like a sardine, won’t be able to get out’.45 The lack of privacy did not emerge as an issue as some
liked the sense of security and comfort with having people nearby, it was more rather the possibility for further
densification of the area that caused concern.
Talbot Park Today
Eight years since Talbot Park was completed and perceptions have now altered. ‘They call it the mini-Bronx,’
comments from resident Bobbie Walker46. Since its development key people involved in managing the project
have quit, frustrated by the lack of progress. Walker, a single mother of five, was one of the first tenants to
move into the refurbished Talbot Park and says crime and anti-social behaviour has re-eroded their quality of
life. Walker believes the flash front of the houses are just window dressing as she points out to a flat that has
all-night parties; a unit where someone recently committed suicide; a block where teenagers are continually
fighting and blood and glass litter the stairwell; the Atrium block where a man in his 70s was stabbed nearly
to death; a flat where a tinnie house operates from.47 The variety of mixed housing typologies has provided
better housing stock however it has not resolved or removed social issues within the area. This may be reliant
on lack of tenancy management and the model of the nuclear family living still being strongly implemented.
Talbot Park lifted the quality of living and expectations of state housing for some, however it is likely this
development and future housing will evolve into areas of social deprivation if this existing approach towards
housing continues.

The provision of additional entrances and extra garage/living space is relevant for Maori and Pacific cultures
allowing flexibility during occasions of formality. This was recommended in the HNZC design guides for Pacific and Maori housing however the development did not discuss the provision of extra spaces or entrances
for the medium-density units. Boffa Miskell’s brick apartments ensured kitchens have windows look on to the
vertical street front, reinforcing security. The stairwell landings provide places to meet and open visibility from
the streets and footpaths running perpendicular to the atriums. Reports describe the developments success
being in the collaboration of housing typologies utilized which have resulted in architectural diversity, giving
further choices in housing to tenants needs.44 HNZC reported in 2008 that tenancy turnover dropped from
50% to 4% per year and there was a waiting list of keen prospective tenants for the development. Housing
Minister Chris Carter believed Talbot Park is a good model of how troubled urban areas can be transformed
in to stronger, healthier and sustainable communities. Writings in ‘Urban Pollution’ suggested that the residents enjoyed living in the revamped Star blocks and new apartment blocks. They were perceived to be
healthier, more comfortable with improved ventilation, security and outdoor public space. Some tenants liked
the fact that apartment living meant they did not have the expense or work of maintain gardens or private
outdoors space and for this reason were prepared to live in a smaller living space. One resident liked her
42
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Fig 31: Location Diagram, Talbot Park + Thesis Site
(Authors own image)
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Fig 32: Talbot Park housingdiagrams, typologies and capacity.
(Authors own image)
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Precedent Case Study 2:
Courtyards

Islamic Courtyards / Chinese Courtyards /
Unitec Landscape and Sciences Building

56
Edwards writes in ‘Courtyard Housing’ about cultural and religious values having significant influence
on Islamic architecture giving its own distinctive style. Privacy is key and because of its strong role in
Islamic society it has become the determining factor in shaping the domestic courtyard. Guests are
welcome, but with a separation of the genders the guest access is confined to designated areas to
ensure genders do not mix.48 The architecture responds accordingly to the religious beliefs of Islam,
where forms of privacy shape and design the domestic dwellings – the female privacy and broader
family privacy. Islamic woman are to be covered in public and this is expressed in their wearing of
the hijab dress, it is also seen in the formation of the courtyard where outside walls completely shield
and cover inside.49 Main rooms or services surround the courtyard and is the only link between family
spaces, guest domain and ancillary spaces. To enter is through an intermediate entrance, which emphasizes distinction between public and private. The use of screens through into the courtyard filters
and obstructs views of the inside and establishes a sequence of penetrations and control through
changes in direction.
Zhang writes about ancient Chinese courtyards in ‘Courtyard Housing and Cultural Sustainability’.
There are a variety of customary courtyard houses due to China’s wide-ranging climates, ethnic
groups and regional diversity. The culture favoured this form because enclosing walls helped maximize privacy and protection from exterior forces and acted as a family space.50 Philosophically, the
courtyards acted as links between Heaven and Earth and always made reference to the natural elements of its environment. During the Han dynasty Chinese regarded Heaven and Earth as a cosmos
and the human body a microcosm to reflect the universe offering sacrifices to Gods in courtyards was
considered crucial to bringing good fortune.51 The square Chinese courtyard (siheyuan) is made up
of rectangular blocks featuring a enclosed environment with a central courtyard. Everything behind
the exterior walls becomes transparent, neighbours become part of the family and the families form
internal communities. Larger siheyuan would have two or more layers of courtyards and private gardens within. These were significant of social wealth and status of in ancient times. Zhang mentions the
courtyard fostered better social relations than detached housing in Beijing.52

school consisting of disconnected components all spread around different buildings. It was decided that the
existing shed forms that existed on site were better for the ‘bigger’ functions; therefore offices were to be built
first, to gather staff into a coherent environment. This took on the form of a two-level courtyard with circulation
within external arcades and verandahs. New staff and student common rooms open onto a courtyard green
space linking all rooms and levels. The form of the building is a reaction against the predominant typology in
the Mt Albert campus of “buildings standing in paddocks”, and the predominant Auckland response of looking
outward.53 A subtle connection between offices and the circulation areas are small, low-set window next to
each of the office doors. Windows are placed at sitting height, so that people moving along the arcades are
not able to see directly into the offices without leaning over. The seated occupants within the offices however,
retain their connection with the courtyard. The building was constructed from precast concrete panels, brightly stained plywood, painted timber and galvanized steel. Concrete panels in the lower ground floor large have
large circular cut outs and separate curved sill elements which conveniently give the width needed for sitting
or reclining. The courtyard space, raw materilas and colorful wooden elements gives the building a rhythmic
and somewhat ‘pacific’ feel. Although this precedent does not reference Pacific influences the aesthetics
and tectonics of the building suggest a subconscious awareness of Oceanic architecture to an extent. The
logic behind the courtyard was to provide a protective area from outside forces, such as invasion by human
enemies and wild animals.54
Over time, courtyard architecture has developed into a solid, logical configuration that maximizes the builtup area in the urban context and allows control of sunlight and climatic forces. This generic type of planning
offers flexibility, possibility of densification and maximum use of land. The need for privacy is a basic demand
for all cultures and societies and the courtyard typology can be manipulated to express intense privacy and
exposure simultaneously which is applicable to most cultural and social contexts.

Mitchell & Stout architects designed the Unitec Sciences & Landscape building that was influenced
from Brunelleschi’s San Lorenzo chapel in Florence and the works of Louis Khan. Khan experimented
with distinct ways of organizing rooms, among them the courtyard format of the Fruchter house, in
which each unit is devoted to a particular function. Mitchell acknowledged the previous condition of the
48
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Fig 33 - 33B: Unitec Landscape + Sciences building, diagram,
courtyard photo, verandah photo.
Sourced: Mitchell & Stout Architects, Webpage, 2015, URL:
http://www.mitchellstoutarchitects.co.nz/unitec-landscapeplant-science/

Fig 33A: Chinese Courtard
diagram (siheyuan).
(Authors own image)

Fig 33.1A

Fig 33.1B

Fig 33.1C

Fig 33.1A: Conceptual iterative models from previous
concept drawing (Refer. Fig 18).
Fig 33.1B: Courtyard concept
Fig 33.1C: Early floor plan sketches (individual units)
(Authors own imagery)

Fig 33.1D

Fig 33.1E

Fig 33.1D: Floor Plan + courtyard exploration / symmetry
Fig 33.1E: Floor Plan + courtyard exploration / symmetry
Fig 33.1F: Masterplan exploration of courtyard + living
relationships / symmetry / reflection
(Authors own image)

Fig 33.1F

Precedent Case Study 3:
Quinta Monroy

Social Housing Development / Elemental Architects / Chile

60

Social housing project Quinta Monroy in Chile explored the question of how to provide a basic quality
house, for $7,500 US. Alejandro Aravena and his team were asked by Chilean government to house
100 families of the local Quinta Monroy area in the same 5000sqm site that they have illegally occupied for the 40 years. Despite the site’s price value, the aim was to settle the families in the same site,
instead of displacing them to the peripheries of the city. Lead architect Aravera explains: ‘One starts
assuming 1 house = 1 family = 1 lot, we were able to host only 30 families in the site. The problem with
isolated houses is that they are very inefficient in terms of land use. That is why social housing tends
to look for land that costs as little as possible. That land, is normally far away from the opportunities
of work, education, transportation and health that cities offer. This way of operating has tended to
localize social housing in an impoverished urban sprawl, creating belts of resentment, social conflict
and inequity. 55
Innovation of Quinta Monroy was the efficiency of land use and future adaptability of design. Elemental architects shifted their perspective and looked at the problem from the ‘scale of the best possible
US$ 7,500 object to be multiplied a 100 times, to the scale of the best possible US$ 750,000 building
capable of accommodating 100 families and their expansions.’56 Using a building block typology enabled future growth and building expansions, however they only provided half of the potential buildings
and amenities for the families, which included the most expensive parts, the structural elements and
amenities of the ground and top floor.
The provision of a structural and social framework provides adaptability, personification and additional
value so that the social housing can potentially become a part of the private sector and gain economic
growth for low-income families, especially since the location of Quinta Monroy is in already a prime
location. This framework for adaptability and flexibility could be highly beneficial in the context of state
housing in New Zealand. It would rely highly on the involvement of the inhabitants however the physical process of construction, involvement and progress within a family scale to the wider community
development is beneficial and fundamental within state housing communities.
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Fig 34: Quinta Monroy housing provisions + adaptations by inhabitants.
Sourced http://divisare.com/projects/109887-elemental-alejandro-aravena-quinta-monroy, Images edited by Author.

Part 3

Nāu te whatu Māori:
Through the eye of Maori
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Fig 35A: Sectional Thresholds of customary Marae
(Authors own image)
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Fig 35B: Spatial constructs of customary Marae
(Authors own image)

The marae has received greater architectural and cultural emphasis than individual domestic dwellings,
which hold lesser cultural significance. Conventionally seen as rural phenomenon’s today there are now
maraes in towns and cities eg. Glen Innes Ruapotaka Marae. This increase of marae indicates acceptance
and recognition of marae as being a key component within society for Maori. The term marae can refer to
the marae ātea (the area in front of the wharenui) but can also refer to the marae complex as a whole; the
combination of the marae ātea with a set of communal buildings that includes the wharenui.57 Mead defines it
as the ‘ceremonial courtyard’ and explains it as ‘an institution that is a vital part of Maori culture. It consists of
a common space that is defined and has a name. It is usually fenced and is a significant site for carrying out
ceremonies and cultural practices of tangata whenua. The buildings onsite one of which is usually a whare
tipuna (ancestral house) also has a name. The names are important similarly the name of the marae complex
is also a name of significance. Austin interprets the whare as the major building within marae complex as an
establishment of clear relationships between fixed and dynamic space composed using the oppositions of
earth/sky and light/dark as they relate to Māori origin myths. He argues that the present-day world of the marae is the world of light, and the interior of the house the world of darkness, while Rangi and Papa are carved
on the ridgepole in the interworld of the porch. It could be suggested that this origin myth is re-enacted by the
action that occurs in each realm. The marae ātea is the world of men exercising their human power, status,
prestige, knowledge, ability, authority – these are at stake when man speaks on the marae. By contrast the
house is a realm of murmuring, plotting, and planning.’58 A series of concepts, negotiations and thresholds
are entered and exited within marae as it encompasses multifaceted dimensions of space and time.
The social structure is based on descent, seniority and the extended family. These developed along with
other human values and integral concepts such as mana and tapu. Social structure provides the basis for
authority over the individual and the collective. This is evident through whakapapa that introduces the principle of kinship. Brown suggests that whakapapa is key in developing an understanding of Maori architecture
and its built form therefore all architecture has a whakapapa.59 Whakapapa is the method by which someone
traces a direct lineage from the various manifestations of the origins of the universe through the various kinds
of demigods, ocean migrations, and ancestors and ultimately to existing whanau and self. The marae holds
whakapapa within its structure; this is apparent in the korero between people and architecture. By understanding whakapapa allows people to know their place of belonging, turangawaewae.60 Over the last 100
years, technology and materials have been consistently incorporated into the marae however the whare form
has remained a unicellular space with a porch and a single door and window in the front.
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The Marae
The open courtyard in front of the meetinghouse is Te Maraenui-atea-o-Tumatauenga. It is referred to
as the realm of Tu, the god of war. Going onto the atea means entering into an encounter situation,
where locals challenge visitors and issues are debated. All newcomers to the marae must be greeted
formally by the tangata whenua whether in the warmth of a welcome, in the sadness of a tangi or even
in debate on mutual issues. It is the place where people formally come together on a specific occasion for a specific function. This space is where most of social activities, negotiations and community
engage.
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The atea and meetinghouse are complementary. The meetinghouse is the major central building and
ornately carved. The building has many names including tipuna whare and wharenui. Majority of marae are not only named after an ancestor but are structured to embody and represent the ancestor.
Brown describes components of the whare where the tekoteko (carved figure) on the rooftop in front
represents the ancestor’s head. This is where the expression of whakapapa begins and the figures
are illustrated in the carvings or kowhaiwhai along the tahuhu (the ridge pole down the centre of the
building). The poupou (column) hold open the bosom of the ancestor with carvings of bodily figures,
ornaments and ceremonial objects giving clues to their ancestor’s identity. The poupou uprights holding up the tahuhu, represent the connection between Rangi, the sky father and Papatūānuku, the earth
mother. The maihi (carved bargeboards) represent the open arms of the ancestor, the tahuhu is seen
as the backbone and the heke (rafters) reaching from the tahuhu to the poupou represent the ribs.61
It is believed that inside the house of Rongo (the God of Peace) people are required to interact with
one another peacefully.
The whare can be interpreted as a model of the Maori cosmos. Brown mentions that the paepae of the
whare represents the mythological world. The whare generally faces east in the direction of Hawaikii;
the land of gods, legends and the place of return once life has ended. The interior is the present and
living world of the local area. Between these worlds is the threshold between life and death, mythological past and the living present as well as the contrast of light and dark. Therefore passing over paepae
is parallel to changing realms or states of being.62 The removal of shoes is required when entering so
as to not bring in tapu from the marae and dirt from the outside world into the whare.
Whare Kai is a separate space, not necessarily as a physical reality but in some cases as a concept
or belief. The concept of tapu prescribes where food and drinks can and cannot be consumed. Food is
noa, whereas whare is tapu and food cannot be eaten there, the whare kai is free from tapu.
Many marae now have churches situated nearby. This is significant in terms of the acknowledgement
of God as an ever-present dimension in the daily lives of people on the marae. Many marae also have
an urupa (graveyard) nearby – respects are paid to those who have passed on the hono-i-wairua
(gathering place of spirits) within a whaikorero (formal speech making) reflecting the belief in the merging of life and death that is significant and meaningful for the Māori. References to these concepts are
frequent in whaikorero as well as in the representations held by the marae and whare spaces. Storage
and ablution facilitates are placed significantly behind or away from the Wharenui and the Whare Kai
determining spatial constructs of tapu and noa. In both rural and urban marae fences are often used
to define marae from other amenities that may be situated nearby.
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Fig 35C: Iterative conceptual models
(Explorations of Marae / heirarchies of space through
layering + wrapping)
(Authors own image)
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Fig 35D: Atea courtyard
(Authors own image)

Ta p u , M a n a a n d M a u r i

70

Mana and tapu are multifaceted concepts and cannot easily be translated in to a single English definition. Both take on a whole range of related meanings depending on their association and the context
in which they are being used. Though it can be said that all things of nature possess mana and tapu,
there are varying degrees associated with something or someone, depending on their association
with the kawai tipuna (ancestors). The hierarchical structure of Maori society illustrates this. Kawai
tipuna were tapu because they held the positions at the top of Maori whakapapa. Since mana and
tapu are associated with each other, the more tapu a person had, the higher the mana. Maori inherit
these qualities and recognised the need to maintain this to the highest degree. Mana influenced the
way in which people and groups conducted themselves, acting as a reference point for achievements
and successes in life. Specific functions are separated within the marae through cultural restrictions of
tapu and noa.63 These spatial relationships include the front areas with public and communal functions
being considered tapu, while the rear with the dining, cooking and services are noa. The wharenui is
noa in relation to the marae ātea, the most tapu space in the complex, and the marae complex as
a whole is tapu in relation to the outside world. In the domestic context the replacement of atea and
tapu spaces are provided by the living room, front lawn or conversions of garage space depending on
occasion and context.
Maori were found to believe that money and commodities matter little to Maori and status in the community, whanau and tribe do not make a person of Mana.64 Yet in the ‘real’ world it is clear mainstream
commodity culture has a impact on interpersonal relationships. Cash and commodities may not be
highly ranked in Maori value system but allow one to acquire status in a western society. Pakeha
success is recognized as a mana-conferring form of personal achievement and it has been said that
higher education and wealth have become important factors in modern understandings of Mana. Money and commodities not only facilitate consumption but also give access to schooling, professions
and positions of influence. Commodities and money are not only important for Maori but also in their
relationships with Pakeha.
‘River Talk’s was opened with whakatauki ‘Ko te au te awa, ko te awa ko au’ - I am the river, the river
is me. The whakatauki captured one perspective of a common worldly view held by Maori people
and alike that focused on everything and everyone being unified and interconnected, physically and
spiritually. This whakatauki relates to the concept of Mauri, which translates as a ‘spiritual life force’.
Te Ara defines Mauri as energy that binds and animates all in the physical world. Without Mauri, Mana
cannot flow into a person or object.’65 In the attempt to understand any Maori concept is to recognize
the connection and relationships it has to other integral concepts such as Mana and Tapu.
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Fig 36: Intersections of Tapu, Mana + Mauri
(Authors own image)

Te K o r e , Te P o & Te A o

The spiritual realm interacts with the physical world and vice versa; this is that people do not live in a
closed system where what they see is all there is. Their myths and legends support a holistic view not
only of creation but also of time and space.66 This otherworld or dimension is known as Te Kore, the
‘void. Marsden states that Te Kore is ‘the realm between non-being and being: that is the realm of potential being.’67 Whakapapa originates from the three phases of the creation of the world this involves
Te Kore: energy, potential, the void, nothingness; Te Po: form, the dark, the night; Te Ao Marama:
emergence, light and reality, dwelling place of humans. This concept of Te Ao and Te Po is experienced
on marae with the transition of thresholds and experience of light to dark within the whare as well as
the natural cycle of day and night.
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Te Kore expresses the idea of a vacuum in nature wherein nothing exists however, unlimited potential
for being existed in Te Kore although it had no form.68 There was no gender, yet all possibilities were
contained within the confines of Te Kore and from Te Kore all things were developed and created.69
Te Po, a period of darkness and ignorance. The development of Ranginui and Papatuanuku occurred
during Te Po and from this relationship derived the male and female principles. Ranginui, the sky father, descended from the sky to join with Papatuanuku, the earth mother. They lay in an embrace so
the world was shrouded in a darkness that inhibited growth, progress and an increase in knowledge.
During this time they produced children who decided to separate their parents to promote light, growth
and life. Ranginui was thrust high above Papatuanuku so that there would be room for people to move
around and light could enter the world. The third phase is Te Ao Marama, the emergence into light after
the separation of Rangi and Papa.
In the origin myth the children of Ranginui and Papatuanuku were the parents of all resources: the
patrons of all things tapu. As descendants of Ranginui and Papatuanuku and the kawai tipuna, Maori
maintain a continuing relationship with the land, environment, people, kawai tipuna, tipuna and spirits.
The system of community co-operation in cultivation and sharing natural resources inhibited any trend
towards individualism and individual ownership of land.70

Fig 37A: Te Ao, Te Po marae diagram
Sourced: Tane-nui-a-Rangi. Auckland: University of Auckland, 1988.
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Fig 37B: Te Kore, Te Ao + Te Po phases/edge conditions
tape, pen, paint. (Authors own image)

Whanaungatanga
Natacha Gagne writes in ‘Being Maori in the City’ about the importance of Whanaungatanga which is
the principle of strengthening and enriching bonds of whanau along with its ties and responsibilities.71
Mead defines it as embracing whakapapa and whanau relationships. Individuals expected to be supported by their relatives both near and distant, but collective groups also expect the support and help
of its individuals.72 This is a fundamental principle where obligations are anticipated during customary
events as well as during everyday life.
During Gagne’s field research Whanaungatanga was exemplified through everyday experiences. A
particular experience was described during Gagne’s short time living at a friend’s home. One family
member within the household was behaving inappropriately and this affected the rest of the internal
whanau. As a response the family held a discussion to confront the member and help solve the issues
occurring within the home. The whanau did not initially considered telling the family member to leave
the home as this would go against their obligations and values of whanau. This resolution would also
go against the natural Utu and knew one day they would have to pay for neglecting their duties. Utu is
explained by Mead as a response to take, and once that take is admitted the aim is to reach a state of
‘Ea’ to achieve balance and maintain Whanaungatanga.73 Furthermore the whanau felt an obligation
to safeguard the member as it is considered that one persons child is considered to be everybody’s
child. The family member yet continued to cause disruption within the home that ended up affecting
other members of the wider whanau outside the immediate home. This was starting to affect the mana
of the whanau in wider society therefore another hui was held which resulted in removing this member
out of the whanau to preserve the mana and avoid external forces becoming involved. Although the
family nurtured and tolerated the family member while his behavior was affecting the immediate home,
as soon as it started introducing outside forces the family intervened and sorted out the situation as it
would have had an impact on the entire whanau and their status.
This specific situation demonstrated the importance of individual members within whanau and the importance of whanau survival, in this certain example mana took precedent over other whanau values
and secured the whanau’s place in society at large.
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Precedent Case Study 4:
Ta p u Te R a n g a M a r a e
I s l a n d B a y, W e l l i n g t o n , 1 9 7 0
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Tapu Te Ranga Marae in Wellington is contemporary condition of Marae architecture. It is unique in
appearance but customary in practice as it is an active papakāinga for Bruce Stewart and his whanau.
It was Stewart’s vision and lifework, with the help of hundreds of disconnected Maori has made it into
a home and a marae for those who have no marae or turangawaewae; ‘They built this place, but at the
same time it built them’.74 Stewart emerged from jail in 1974 and found many Maori in Wellington with
no jobs, no homes and no hope. At the time, conflict between Maori and pakeha was strong. Michael
Fowler mayor of Wellington at the time approached Stewart in turn to ask what can be done to stop
the conflict. “Help us to live Maori, I told him.” 75 Fowler began to understand that for young people to
reach their full potential, they needed the right environment in which to grow and without the correct
basis of home, place and support the type of environment in which we live in is crucial in supporting
growth as people and community.
The Marae has naturally evolved over time using recycled materials forming a series of vertical whare
weaving up its steep cliff site. The Atea is not a defined open space but is scattered around the
numerous mahau that lead into whare spaces. Whare kai and whare moe sit scattered in-between
different levels of the whare maintaining a vertical negotiation of spaces. Although tapu and noa
hierarchies of space are treated differently to those of a customary Marae, Maori constructs and
notions of space are still preserved and applied. The materials sourced from recycled car shipping
modules have informed modular dimensions and construction of the building however its architectural
assemblage and tectonics are far from modular. ‘Pare Hinetai No Waitaha ‘is the main whare where it
disperses into nine different levels. One of the whares is designed solely for woman, which challenges
the traditional male hierarchy within marae social construct. There are also special gardens where
Maori mothers bury the pito of their children in these gardens. The importance of the land, sea and
place for Maori is reflected in the process that occurs after a woman gives birth. Te whenua (the land)
nourishes the people, as does the whenua (placenta) of the woman. Maori are born of the whenua
(placenta) and upon birth the whenua and the pito (umbilical cord) are returned to the whenua (land).
Burying the whenua and the pito within the whenua (land) establishes a personal, spiritual, symbolic
and sacred link between the land and the child, where their whenua (placenta) is part of the whenua.
This follows on from the law of utu, therefore there is a constant balance to be kept and maintained
in Maori culture.76
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Fig 38: Tapu te Ranga Marae - Section A’A
Sourced: Wellington Archives, 44 Rhine Street, Tapu Te Ranga
Marae, Building Consent, 1991. 00059:484:E23318
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Fig 38A: Tapu te Ranga Marae - Elevations
Sourced: Wellington Archives, 44 Rhine Street, Tapu Te Ranga
Marae, Building Consent, 1991. 00059:484:E23318

Part 4

Pacific Spaces:
Examining the Malae + Fale

“The architecture of the Pacific is other to the architecture of the first world and becomes classified as
“primitive” or “anthropological” or “vernacular”. It tends therefore to be either preserved to become a museum artifact, or, more commonly, it is replaced by European architecture. Thus the indigenous is often
smothered and overwhelmed by the colonial architecture which surrounded it…”77

78
The Fale involves specialized knowledge and skills that are passed down from generation to generation.
Significantly, the architecture is more than just a building; its design reflects and constitutes the culture
and life of Samoan people being deeply connected to the values of kinship, ancestral past, land and community. The spaces both outside and inside of the fale are pivotal to cultural form, ceremony and ritual.’78
The Malae is similar to the open Atea in the Marae as it is the key integral courtyard where the village or
aiga discuss and interact with other aiga or villages. Austin writes in ‘Open Architecture’ that the history of
western society architecture revolves around the notion of closure. It is currently concerned with shelter,
protection and differentiation and a history of openness in architecture has yet to be written, where its initial
origins lie in the ocean and the boat. Therefore it could be said that dealing with architecture that is open is
consequently much more complex.
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Village Structure

The village (nu’u) provides a local school, canoe sheds, playing fields, the village water supply and occasionally village baths. Each village even if it is small will always have at least one church nearby, as God
plays an important part within Samoan culture. Land is generally divided from the sea inland if on the coast,
or from the bush towards road if there is no sea frontage. The physical borders of a village are defined
as both visual and conceptual boundaries with the sea, bush or other villages. The boundaries are part of
an intermittent diametric system that distinguishes between nu’u.79 The sea and bush are seen as spaces
other than human and at times in opposition to human activity. Spirits are likely to be encountered in areas
away from the village, and it is here that community grave yards are found. The bush is where social control
is weakest and creates suspicion to any person who ventures there without an obvious cause. Privacy is
given to the bush and sea during both day and night. Although boundaries between village and the sea or
bush are obvious, those between nu’u are not always so. Rural villages are often far apart, but buildings of
two distinct nu’u may be directly neighbouring. Regardless of how visually indistinct the divisions appear,
the exact boundary is known and strictly enforced by the local chiefs, aiga and the neighbouring communities. Customary villages were known to manifest in a circular formation keeping the central open as a
green malae space. Today modern villages are variable in physical organization, displaying linearity in their
arrangement rather than a strongly defined circular format. Allen discusses two village forms: one with a
central public meeting area; and a second exhibiting a single aligned tract of houses facing the beach with
the malae in front.80 Despite influences and changes within Samoan society, Samoan communities both in
New Zealand and in their homeland continue to exhibit some tendency to group land and structures around
a central open area signifying its cultural and social importance.

Fig 39: Samoan Village Settlement diagram
Sourced: UNESCO Office for the Pacific States, 1992, The Samoan
Fale
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Fig 40: Samoan Fale Section
(Authors own image)
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Malae + Fale
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The importance of a central space is revealed in the Samoan concept of ‘Sa’, which means forbidden or
sacred. The malae provides the social and political nucleus for the community although it is not always
at the physical center. Malae is often named by nu’u, providing a link to important historical events and a
means of village identity. Sa has continued to be observed in the daily life of a Samoan village through the
Matai, and has also been adapted and mutated to fit with introduced Christian agendas. An example is the
6pm curfew in villages, halting all through flowing traffic and enforcing a village wide evening prayer period.
This period is called ‘Sa’. When in use for sacred or political interaction, the malae becomes ‘Sa’, and behaviour is controlled. The concept of ‘va’ also becomes apparent in malae during customary exchange and
ceremonies. Wendt describes Va as the space between, the between-ness, not empty space, not space
that separates but space that relates, that holds separate entities and things together in the unity-in- all, the
space that is context, giving meaning to things. A well-known Samoan expression is ‘Ia teu le va’, cherish/
nurse/care for the va relationships. This is crucial in communal cultures that value group, unity, and more
than the individual person/creature/ thing in terms of group, in terms of va, relationships.81

The fale functions as a visual and conceptual junction point for family and community. It is also where the family contacts society through the accommodation of visitors and the staging of public ceremonies. The open
fale signifies perceived traditional values as well as social and political forms. Behind fale are positioned the
residence structures, which can possibly be indigenous Samoan open style, of enclosed Western style, or a
mixture of both. The fale umu (cooking houses) is situated away or behind the main spaces.83 Spatial hierarchies are similar to that within Marae where ‘noa’ facilities are located toward the back or separate from the
tapu spaces. Some families instead have a fale afolau only and use them as guesthouses. In both cases, only
specialized tufuga fau fale are used in the construction of these types of fales. The tufuga fau fale (builder)
prepares no levels or plans; he relies solely on his own judgment and past knowledge and experiences. The
buildings are built from a variety of timbers, decorated and elevated on stone platforms. Of the many versions
the fale tele and fale afolau are the most complex. All other constructions are deviations that essentially use
the same techniques and materials.84

The importance of maintaining an unobstructed central space inside and outside is also seen in the arrangement of furniture or storage within fale. These objects are always placed around the perimeter of the
house, giving visual evidence to the boundary that exists there. In addition, this organization is necessary
on a practical level. At meal times, formal meetings, and even during informal visits this arrangement
positions participants in a peripheral formation. Families’ sleep together on mats, and this requires an
unobstructed area. The space does not dictate social activity, and the social activity does not dictate the
space. Both exist in an interwoven system that reinforce one another; space and border are shaped by the
activities that take place there, and in turn they facilitate the behaviour. The relevance of malae is marked
in two ways. One is the open nature of the space itself and the second is found in the positioning of prestige
architecture around its defining perimeter. The guest fale of important families are usually located here.
Churches are commonly built adjacent to the malae, as are other important community structures. According to Mageo, it is a “spatial icon of the relationship between ‘aiga within the village,” and its assembly of
architecture reflects the social space between families.82 Commonly painted rocks or stone markers (Ma’a)
are used to define space in both formal and informal settings, rather than fences. Ma’a are used more so
than fences as they provide temporary definitions of space to public and private spaces such as churches,
shopping areas and houses.
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Fig 40: Samoan Fale Afolau - Authors own image

Fig 40: Family sleeping inside Fale
Sourced: UNESCO Office for the Pacific
States, 1992, The Samoan Fale

Fale Construction

84

In the construction of a fale not one piece of metal is used. The structure is held together by sennet or
string called ‘afa’. It is estimated that a fale uses 30 to 50 thousand feet of afa. The preparation of this enormous length is the work of months and one may frequently see the village chiefs and community members
patiently twisting the afa from fibers of the coconut as they sit at their meetings or are engaged in friendly
chats in their houses. The stages during fale construction are highly inclusive of the wider village community and without its significant communal support it would not hold the same functionality, appreciation and
significance in the Samoan social practice.
The framework is constructed by men and is made up of long dried strips of flexible coconut and breadfruit
wood. The roof is thatched with dried sugar cane or palm leaves woven by women. Posts of wood support
the framework, usually three in the middle supporting the roof and the rest of the posts surrounding the
fale. Afa is woven in complex patterns around the wooden structure and binds the entire building together.
The foundation can be made of rocks and coral with the floor covered with smooth stones. Mats woven
from the leaves of the coconut and pandanus trees then cover these.85 The fale afolau is essentially an
elongated fale tele having straight sides and rounded half domes at either end. The length of the fale afolau
is dictated in large measure by the number of cross beams (utupoto) which lie on top of the posts on the
two sides and form the platform on which the central part of the roof is constructed. In both types of fale
screens or blinds called Pola provide protection from the natural elements. Pola are woven from coconut
leaves, which surround the house and can be pulled up during the day and down at night, depending on
the weather. This allows for the free flow of air that is ideal in a tropical climate and open visibility between
the aiga and village. Pola are never lowered for privacy and only used for rain and weather protection.86
It is said to be dangerous to lower the pola during the day or night as it can create tension or suspicion
between aiga and the wider village. The tufuga fau fale oversees the entire building project. He applies his
own distinct mark or style, as would an artist to the construction of the fale. Jeremy Treadwell designed
Mt Albert Unitec fale tele with Togia’i Kaietano Smith, a tufuga fau fale originally from Samoa who led the
construction. Togia’i was able to assert symbols of his own personal authorship and these are visible on
the interior structure.

(Top) Fig 41: Mats woven and stored in fale
Sourced: UNESCO Office for the Pacific States, 1992, The Samoan Fale
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Fig 41A: Pola being lowered in fale tele
Authors own image

Social Formalities
When gathering at fono, members are seated cross-legged in fale facing each other with an open space
in the middle. Participants immediately proceed to take their seats in front of pre-assigned posts. These
positions are determined through ranking of each village matai attending or in the role by each person is
expected to play in the fono. To the right of the host matai the seats are reserved for other village chiefs, on
the left the spaces are for newcomers, important guests or visitors. The host matai may not have the highest
title in the gathering that is why the middle of each side is reserved for the highest-ranking alii and tulafale,
which enables the host village and visitors face each other. Those without titles or ranking are welcome to
listen to the discussions but generally sit outside or on the edge of the platform. Both men and woman are
able to be matai and have ranking. One’s physical place in a fono is not the only important consideration
in judging the relative significance of the occasion or the people present. The fale building itself - its size,
height, the number of so ‘a (beams), the decorations, the length - all these factors reflect status, respect and
position of the family in the wider village.
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Samoan and Maori culture is inclusive of extended kin. This includes uncles, aunties, grandparents and children as well as those who are not biologically related but have been adopted into the family. The land upon
which the family lives belongs to the wider family collectively. This land has been passed down and has a
strong connection to ancestors and the family chiefly title (matai). The holder of the family title is responsible
as custodian of the land and the welfare of the family. The power of the titleholder is not absolute, and any
decision has to be collectively approved by the wider aiga. The aiga is not an independent entity but an integral part of the wider village. They have important historical connections that are captured in the honorifics of
titles and collective genealogy of the village. Each aiga therefore has a say in the affairs of the village. This
is expressed through the matai who represents the family in the village fono or council of chiefs. The status
and role of each family member thus extends beyond the boundaries of the immediate home into the social
organisation of the village.
The fale itself is open with no walls or partitions: people enter and exit from any side of the building. The
visual connection is directly connected with the wider village, sky and sea. The openness does not mean
there are no restrictions associated with domestic family life. During gatherings, areas within the fale such as
the front and sides are restricted to chiefs and elders. Children are prohibited as well as untitled members.
During meal times, the chief, his wife and sisters are privileged in the front part of the house while brothers
with their spouses serve from the back.87 The openness of fale embodies the structure of Samoan society
as open, large and extended. Just as the inner space of the house extends outwards, it is expected that the
family continue to extend their hospitality and social relations to the wider village community.88
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Fig 41B: Samoan seating arrangement in fono
Sourced: UNESCO Office for the Pacific States, 1992, The Samoan Fale

Precedent Case Study 5
Lepea: The Model Village in Samoa

86

Located on the coastal plain of northern Upolu, Lepea has been considered part of metropolitan Apia. The
land surrounding Lepea has been subdivided on surveys dating prior the German occupation, indicating
that land had been in the process of individualization for some time.89 The boundaries of the village are
blurred as surrounding properties affiliate with the village. The remodeling was completed in 1926 and
the success of the village was publicized in New Zealand. Lepea demonstrated the effect of politics and
technology being amalgamated into the customary village of Samoa. Corrugated iron has replaced the
original fale tele roof thatching. A visual connection is formed through the common colour scheme of blue
roofs and white painted rocks around the malae and fales paepae. Maota Lepea (the house of the high
chief) is the largest building on site and painted white. It represents a hybrid fale incorporating both
traditional afolau form and its materials as well as colonial materials, such as corrugated iron roofing, and
forms like the colonial veranda. The roof follows the fale afolau’s form and the entire exterior is made with
western materials and includes a veranda encircling the entire structure. The height of the Maota building
is not developed from an elevated paepae like traditional fale tele, instead the height is established by the
two floor levels with an external staircase running up the front of the structure. With the afolau shaped roof
in the middle of the eaves, the foreign materials are wrapped around the fale afolau form, giving it prestige
in much the same way that a fine mat is worn or gifted to a high chief. Today, western enclosed dwellings
and their functions have simply become ancillary structures in this village where they not only compliment
the overall spatial structure of the village but also provide an ancillary space to the family fale.
General Richardson proposed the village be modeled on the temporality of a military camp addressing
issues such as water quality and market access. Rather than seeking to properly urbanize the Samoan
population Richardson’s motivation was focused on hygiene and to increase the village’s capacity for production. The arrangement of buildings were no longer a natural manifestation of the relationships within
the village, there was no longer room for free neighborly relations or deceased loved ones being buried
next to their homes. Lepea was an example of how a desire to regulate and rationalize in the western
sense can push what was once a mutual relationship into one of resistance and distrust. However, Lepea
village and Samoan culture has remained although western values seem to be incorporated into its identity despite efforts to individualize land in Samoa, 80 percent is still customary title.90
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Fig 42: Lepea original fale structures
Sourced: UNESCO Office for the Pacific States, 1992, The Samoan Fale
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Fig 42A: Lepea Village, Apia, 2015.
(Authors own image)
(Right) Fig 42B: Village diagram
(Authors own image)
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Fig 43A.

Fig 43A,B,C,D,E: Iterative conceptual modelling
responding to research on spatial and structural
Fale + Marae typologies

Fig 43B.

Fig 43C.
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Fig 43D.

Fig 43E.

Fig 44. Diagrammatic sketch of entry/access/atea

Part 5

Ukutoia: Common Ground
Design Response

92

Fig 45.

Section through Building typologies A and C
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1:1000 @ A1
Masterplan
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Fig 46.

Masterplan

This design response enters into the dialogue of medium density state housing that has been informed
by this thesis research as an existing response to current events occurring in Glen Innes community
today. The site is situated on the corner of Taniwha St and Elstree Ave in Glen Innes. The overall development has the capacity to house up to 600 people within the 4Ha area. This figure matches the
accommodation size of precedent study, Talbot Park. There are a proposed total of seven buildings that
house up to a hundred people per building. This has been limited to a hundred people as community
relationships and familiarity may not properly establish itself within the complex if there are too many
inhabitants. The positioning of the buildings on-site appear to be scattered however the buildings are
positioned in relation to research on Marae/Malae typologies, courtyards, circulation and local amenities such as the Omaru river, community spaces and kohanga reo.
Three different typologies of building have been provided. Each typology vary in provided functions,
however they all provide shared and individual family housing. Families whether large or small may
not live in their own home but share with other families. Individual units are provided but the purpose
is to allow for Whanaungatanga to occur at various scales. The design of the units considers majority
of tenant ethnicities as Pacific and Maori families who have larger households and shifting domestic
needs. Therefore units are relatively large to allow for fluctuating occupancy numbers, adaptability,
privacy and flexibility to occur.
•
•
•

Typology A facilitates a Community Centre and Kohanga-Reo with Residential housing.
Typology B facilitates Residential housing with either Kohanga reo/ OR Community Space.
Typology C facilitates Residential housing only.
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Courtyards are shared as well as internal circulation/balcony areas for washing, internal play areas,
bbq areas. All units have either shared partition walls, balconies, laundries, and kitchens. Walls between units are applied with pola and pou to allow for the possible extensions of space, exposure and
defined privacy of neighboring units. Single parent with child(Ren) are the most common households
currently in need however the design proposes that single or smaller households will no longer have
their own home but live amongst and share appropriate units to encourage social interaction, community, and Whanaungatanga. Privacy can be found both internally and externally, shared and single units
are reliant on inhabitants defining space by manipulating walls.
The development consists of:
•
Shared family housing
•
Individual family housing
•
Total of 600 people max. capacity
•
Seven Buildings
•
Eight Courtyards
•
Three Kohanga Reo spaces
•
Two Community spaces
•
Average of 2.5 parking spaces per unit in the development
•
Hangi/Umu area
•
Planter gardens
•
Playground Areas

Fig 46A.

Courtyards / Building Typologies / Parking diagram
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Fig 47.

Typology A - Ground Floor Plan
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Fig 47A.

Typology B - Ground Floor Plan
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Fig 47B.

Typology C - Ground Floor Plan
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Fig 48.

Typology A - First Floor Plan
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Fig 48A

Typology A - Second Floor Plan
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Fig 48B

Typology A - Third Floor Plan

Courtyards

The Ātea/Malae was the most integral space within Samoan and Maori architecture. Rather than providing allotted backyards, multiple provision of atea are shared. Existing houses bordering the site face the
street and do not interact with the housing development therefore fences between existing properties and
the thesis site have been removed, only to be defined and marked by Ma’a. The removal of fences does
not mean boundaries and hierarchies of space are non-existant but are now blurred. Courtyards are positioned throughout the complex where smaller courtyards sit closer to the road edge and larger courtyards
internally. Larger courtyards inform play areas, general use and community events. Courtyard size was
important where the possibility of providing one large vast courtyard was found to deter people from using
it due to the overwhelming scale. The sizes of courtyards between buildings enforces the concept of sharing. Smaller courtyards are placed toward the edges of the site close to act as smaller transient spaces
(waharoa) before entering into large courtyards or buildings. The larger courtyards are 35-40m wide and
the smaller courtyards range from 20-30m wide. These sizes have been gauged off existing models of
public space and courtyards such as Aotea Square and the Architecture School Courtyard.
The 1:50 section cuts through typologies A and C and depicts internal/external connections between
buildings and courtyards that are enforced through scale. The design of the ātea was also influenced by
the approaches and processions onto both Malae and Marae. Processional entry into Marae is front on
facing to the wharenui however in the Samoan Malae, the fale is positioned sideward therefore the design
of courtyards and buildings caters for both approaches. The ātea has been lowered 1m from ground level
by sloping down. The decision to lower the ground rather than to elevate as is done in Pacific cultures was
a move to remove any assumptions of fixed formality. The lowered space provides and establishes intimacy between buildings and humbles itself in suggestion to Maungarei, Ruapotaka Marae and the Omaru
River. The irregular form and tectonics in the buildings (obvious in plan) has been carried through from the
design of the ātea where entrances and changes of ground level continue through into the ground floor
and vertical treatment of the building.

Fig 49.

Ma’a Detail
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Fig 50.
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Courtyard Section Close-up
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Fig 50A.

Courtyard Floor Plan

Pola

+ Pou

Levels of privacy are expected to be controlled and determined by inhabitants through the construction
and provision of Pola (blind) + Pou (column). Rather than fixed walls, the provisions of Pou (columns)
and Pola (blinds) determine new arrangements and possibilities of domestic, public and private spaces.
Quinta Monroy and the fale have influenced this framework where the use of woven blind (Pola) are
lowered during protection from external weather forces. The blinds used in fale are not used in the same
way as in western society but have been appropriated into an urban context.
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Pola filter and control the levels of visual and acoustic privacy within the courtyard and housing. Pou are
built-in and designed within the housing but have the ability to be moved when needed. Each side of a
pou has notches carved at different levels to allow for pola to be hung or attached. The different heights
of notches allow for different levels of privacy to occur between living spaces.
The façade is made from chained links that drape and appear to soft fabric that wraps the buildings.
The façade provides extensions of pola externally. The pola used internally are made from acoustically
backed fabric that has the ability to be folded out and mutes noises within. The external pola are made
from synthetic fibres (sails) that can be attached to the facade chains and stored in pockets behind the
façade at balcony levels. Inhabitants are required to pull pola through the façade openings and roll out
them out to the below floor levels or courtyard and attach to pou where needed. This entire living system
relies on inhabitants manually arranging spaces and being involved in the process, which becomes apart
of a social interaction and living requirement.

Fig 51.

Facade Elevation
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Fig 52.

Pola + Pou Details
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Fig 52.

Pola + Pou Facade Details
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Fig 53.

Window Styles
Fig 54.

Internal pola + pou wall
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Fig 54A.

Internal pola + pou wall detail

Fig 55.
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Section close-up of Elstree Ave + Omaru River
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Entry + Exit

The ceiling in the ground floors lowers upon entry and gradually opens up into an internal double height
space. The change of floor and ceiling is to provoke a feeling of compression above and below and to
lower the head upon entry or exit. This threshold signifies a moment of entry and acknowledgement to
the past or higher powers. This occurs within customary fono and hui. Atmospheric transitions of light to
dark are present in both Wharenui and Fale. These shifting light conditions enhanced spiritual, physical
and conceptual thresholds of time and space.
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Circulation into residential housing units in the above floor levels is accessed through external/internal
staircases or the lift from the internal groundfloor. There is no defined entrance as the design of the
courtyard is reflected into the buildings and allows for multiple routes of access. This caters for social
avoidances of spaces if needed and internal congestion that may occur.
Internal road and multiple parking areas provided are uncovered and located to service buildings and
Community Centre and Kohanga. A drop off area allows for quick public use to these spaces.
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Fig 56.

Internal Entry Perspective

Community Space + Kohanga Reo
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Kohanga Reo appropriate as majority of households are single parents with children. The Kohanga opens its services to the wider Glen Innes community with parking and drop off areas. The
Community space spaces and courtyards facilitates important social and cultural events such as
weddings, birthdays or funerals, as well as facilatating backyard activities. Pou have been provided internally and externally to allow for multiple events to occur simultaneously in these spaces.
Toilets, office, kitchen and storage areas are fixed however the rest of the space is open for
re-arrangement. Double height Roller doors are main entrances into these ground floor facilities to
allow exposure both internally and externally.
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Fig 57.

Kohanga Reo Perspective

Te n a n c y M a n a g e m e n t
HNZC
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HNZC: HNZC houses families in high need, for the duration of there need. Alongside collecting rent,
inspecting houses, and maintaining the value of its properties, HNZC also works alongside tenants to
manage debt, link to support services, and engage with tenants to ensure homes and communities are
places they want to live. Tenants pay rent capped at a percentage of their assessable income up to a
certain threshold.91 Tenants whose income is above that threshold pay progressively more rent until
market rent is reached. Households currently undergo tenancy reviews by Ministry of Social Development (MSD) as they want to ensure social housing is available for people and families most in need
only for the time they need it.92 Encouragement towards private or rental market can be perceived as
a positive and negative factor of this model. Tenancy reviews can offer uncertainty and temporariness
upon inhabitants, which can place further pressure/stress on them. The eligibility standard is based
on accessibility, affordability and sustainability of the household however it may not fit all household
situations and accurately gauge their context or level of need. Other factors such as cultural obligations
or influences are not always accounted for or taken into consideration.
Design Context: HNZC tenancy management model works with individual housing, however in shared
circumstances it may become difficult to gauge or manage occupants, as definitions of ownership,
space and responsibility are indistinct. Conflicting social relationships can occur therefore tenancy
management is reliant on selecting appropriate households to achieve positive dynamics. Intended
inhabitants are local community of Glen Innes who already have established relationships, however
inhabitants that are new or have unique backgrounds may require live-in managers or household representatives within each shared unit. This is to maintain assessments of relationships with as a means of
understanding internal dynamics and community support. Domestic living is explicitly open, which may
provide ‘too many’ options for inhabitants. Definitions between fixed, ownership, boundary, privacy and
public have become blurred. However this exposure to neighbours can eliminate and disclose social
issues such as domestic violence, family support, child abuse etc.
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HNZC. Briefing for the incoming Minister HNZ. Briefing Document, HNZC, 2014.
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HNZC. Briefing for the incoming Minister HNZ, 2014.

Commune Living

An intentional community or commune is a community formed on the basis of shared belief by people from
more than one family who come together to live cooperatively. Some communities challenge established notions of private property and personal privacy – members pool finances and possessions, eat together, and
may sleep communally. In other intentional communities just a few facilities are shared, and occupants individually own dwellings. Challenges in communes include a lack of privacy, sharing, work responsibilities or social
differences. The successes of a commune heavily rely on a combination of personality factors, functional and
management infrastructure. Many intentional communities are strongly egalitarian where members take part
in making decisions. However, abusive practices can occur when a leader demands unquestioning allegiance
from others. Early Māori lived communally in tribally based communities. Some Maori communes were based
on particular spiritual and resistance leaders, rather than traditional kinship ties.
Twin Oaks Commune is located in Virginia that is home to 120 people who share resources; living costs and
essential needs are provided free. Each member receives housing, food, healthcare, and spending money
from the commune. Twin Oaks does not have a group religion or a central leader; they govern themselves
by a form of democracy with responsibility shared among various managers, planners, and committees.93
Inhabitants are self-supporting economically and partly self-sufficient. Income is shared where each member
works 42 hours a week in the commune business (making hammocks and growing food supplies).94 Challenges are the lack of privacy and small economic gain in result allowing members to feel trapped. Twin Oaks is
one successful example however many communes have failed due to the small-scale and closed off, with no
strong network or association between communities, therefore there’s no real way to trade goods or services.

Design Context: A commune model can be applied within shared living and amenities at both the larger and
small domestic scale. Inhabitants may be required to be active participants of the commune to determine their
length of stay within the development. Work opportunities and development have not been considered in the
design scheme however the development can facilitate conversions of use to become functioning offices,
schools, performance spaces or public amenities available to the wider Glen Innes community. The provision
of Kohanga Reo and Community spaces in housing Typology A and B’ would facilate a small number of jobs
and income. A democratic system would allow each individual building to make decisions about its affairs. This
model can be viewed from one extreme end, where societal structure and socialization are important, but there
will always be people who may have ambitions for power, freeriding, or other motivations, hence why some
communes and utopian schemes don’t work. It’s not just the societal and functional structure of society that
matters but also the ethical nature of the individual’s involved.
93
94

Community, Twin Oaks. People Sharing Our Lives. July 28, 2014. http://www.twinoaks.org (accessed November 2, 2015).
Community, Twin Oaks. People Sharing Our Lives. July 28, 2014. http://www.twinoaks.org (accessed November 2, 2015).
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Fig 58.
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Hangi Area / Courtyard / Section Close-up

Samoan + Maori Structure

Samoan society is based off of the aiga, or large extended family, with the matai as leader. Matai can be either
male or female and is elected through the agreement of the family however matai is usually elected because of
a blood relation. The matai cares for responsibilities such as land, trade, economy or distribution and for family’s
belongings. They also act as a judge when it comes to dealing with confrontations to settle disputes. A village is
made up of a number of aiga’s, each with an orator or talking chief called a tulafale and a high chief called ali’i.
During ceremonies the ali’i is considered too sacred to speak so the tulafale does it for them. Tulafale can head
debates and are the true sources of authority in the village. The height of the roof on their fale shows social
standing. A aiga’s social standing is important and the family’s welfare comes before any individual rights. The
larger the aiga the more power it holds among the wider village.
For maori, the iwi (tribe) is the largest political unit within Maori society, however the main unit was considered
as the hapu (sub-tribe), a group of perhaps 500 people of common descent made up of inter-related whanau
(extended family groups) bound by a common ancestor. The hapu was fully autonomous and self-sufficient.
A village settlement might have comprised a single or perhaps several hapu. An ariki (chief) was the leader attained his rank from the common belief that vested in him was mana of his ancestors. If he was not an effective
leader he might retain his role while vesting political leadership in a more suitable relative. Whenever an important decision affecting hapu was to be made, a public meeting would be held on the atea. Various kaumatua
might speak, but the ariki spoke first and last, and his decision, which would reflect the opinions expressed, was
final. The word hapu means ‘pregnancy’, emphasizing the concept of kinship and iwi, ‘bones’, the preoccupation with relationships and lines of descent. Within hapu each member did the job for which they were best
suited, and rank depended not on the accumulation of goods but on the extent to which a person provided them
for others. Early Maori society emphasized rights and obligations of persons as members of collective rather
than as individuals.

Design Context: Nu’u or hapu could easily occupy the entire complex to themselves with whanau/aiga living
within the housing units. The matai or ariki would live on the top floors overlooking the community. The intention
of open housing would benefit and suit this structure, as both are cultures that are defined as collective and open
eg. open sleeping arrangements. The design may encompass a total of seven nu’u or hapu occupying individual
buildings on site. It is likely nu’u/hapu will grow in size and become inter-mixed therefore and result into one
large amalgamated iwi or hapu. Everybody would have a place and purpose with defined limits as the matai
or ariki would outline status through hierarchical constructs. Inhabitants can extend and build higher/wider to
proclaim statuses of each aiga or hapu within buildings. Over time additions and extensions between buildings
may merge socially and physically.
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Fig 589.
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Section Close-up - Typology A
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Part 6

Conclusion + Reflection

Being an afakasi (Half-caste) woman with exposure to both Pacific and Pakeha cultures, there has
been a constant negotiation between identity and belonging, which occurs for many migrants in present society. This negotiation became apparent throughout my childhood when visiting different sides
of the family. I would have to alter my perspectives, actions and understandings to ‘blend’ or belong
within the different contexts.
It is only recently that I have come to comprehend my own self-positioning as an afakasi woman living
within a Maori land, which has naturally evolved a closer appreciation, connection and association with
indigenous Maori culture. Although New Zealand is my home, my identity maintains a connection with
my birthplace in Samoa. Therefore I was interested in shaping this thesis to explore both Samoan and
Maori architecture and culture, as a reflection of my own identity and cultural negotiation. My interest
in state housing also began early while growing up with family members living in State housing, and
with a recent internship at HNZC.
This negotiation of self-identity has influenced my design methodology and practice through iterative
collage, tracing and layering both conceptual and conventional drawings to inform new conditions that
blend and blur concepts and definitions of culture and space within my architectural response.

At the core of the architecture I have sought to create, it aims to negotiate, understand and provide an environment for low-socio economic
communities such as Glen Innes. The existing model of the detached quarter-acre housing is not always appropriate in the Auckland context
where land is sparse and the population makeup is ethnically diverse. The current changes within state housing opens a conversation of
urban densification, which is not received by all as being the answer however it is presently occuring in society. Therefore communities may
need to shift old ideals and expectations on housing and home ownership and embrace new approaches and attitudes towards densification.
Existing definitions of home and ownership are modeled on the private nuclear family. In contrast, the social structure and architecture of the
Pacific is open and permeable; this research has defined provisions of home to instead be founded upon permeability and open dialogue. It
is recognised that this requires drastic shifts within wider social systems, issues and influences in society.
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The Malae and Marae are common ground which was the definitive component between both these typologies and cultures. It was anticipated that the open courtyard would be where all public, private and community interaction would occur. It is also seen to be a replacement to the
nuclear backyard. Privacy in a Pacific Island context is provided outdoors whereas for pakeha it is within confinements behind closed doors.
Privacy in the design response is intended to be found and applied both indoors and outdoors, through provisions of courtyard and permeable
domestic housing. It is recognised that the application of indigenous constructs such as the malae/marae atea in western society could under
perform or not be of the same value as it would in it’s original context. Spaces of privacy would default internally, the design has provided
this under the constraints of the pou + pola framework. The various divisions of space was to influence exposure and establish relationships
in proximate living and with the wider community. This means inhabitants are exposed to interactions within all scales of the community, excluding facilities of toilets and kitchens that are fixed. Openness is usual for Maori and Pacific culture therefore it is heavily implemented and
intended throughout the design which could possibly be seen as a misconstrued response within the methodology. The absence of internal
doors and provision of pou/pola allow for space to be negotiated. It is recognised that social structure needs to be implemented clearly to
define interaction and definitions of space especially within shared households to designate levels of public and privacy. Early state housing
failed due to the lack of proper integration therefore it is also recognised that the proposed design may require integration with other forms of
housing tenure. Next stages of this thesis research move towards broader explorations and potential outcomes of new or potential tenancy
management within open and shared housing contexts.
This thesis questioned how Maori and Pacific concepts and culture could be incorporated within state housing architecture? This question
can be seen to relate to another, as to why Pacific and Maori communities are the majority in need of social welfare among other forms of
welfare in society? A significant proportion of the Pacific community was born outside New Zealand, or from rural areas, which means that
they are less familiar with urban housing patterns and more committed to replicating the housing and living patterns they were accustomed
to. Modifications and extensions of space were found during fieldwork of housing in G.I therefore opportunities and provisions of living extensions have been taken seriously. Conversions of spaces such as garages were understood as urban negotiations of spatial hierarchies
that are derived from customary social and cultural practices. Western systems and society do not always adhere or consider to the needs
of cultures that are holistic and collective in their nature as seen in early provision of state housing. The design response proposes that the
provision of state housing (among other social systems) in society should be centered on openness and permeability as this approach will
possibly provide flexible solutions to later issues further down the track when communities and societies evolve. The design response is not
a definitive answer but a valid conversation of transient possibilities derived from Pacific and Maori concepts that will benefit state housing
communities and domestic architecture.
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Fig 60.

Thesis Presentation - Pin Up
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